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Abstract
It is expected that the ability to accurately and efficiently design an imaging system for a specific
application will be of increasing importance in the coming decades. Applications of imaging systems
range from simple photography to advanced lithography machines. Perhaps the most important
way to make an imaging system meet a particular purpose is to engineer the pupil function of the
imaging system. This includes designing a pupil surface and often involves the simultaneous design
of a post-processing algorithm. Currently these design processes are performed mostly by using
numerical optimization methods. Numerical methods in general have many drawbacks including
long processing time and no guarantee that one has reached the global optimum. We have developed
analytical approaches in designing imaging systems by engineering the pupil function.
Two of the most important merit functions that are used for the analysis of imaging systems are
the modulation transfer function (MTF) and the point spread function (PSF). These two functions
are standard measures for evaluating the performance of an imaging system. Usually during the
design process one finds the PSF or MTF for all the possible degrees of freedom and chooses the
combination of parameters which best satisfies his/her goals in terms of PSF and MTF. In practice,
however, evaluating these functions is computationally expensive; this makes the design and opti-
mization problem hard. In particular, it is often impossible to guarantee that one has reached the
global optimum.
In this PhD thesis, we have developed approximate analytical expressions for MTF and PSF
of an imaging system. We have derived rigorous bounds on the accuracy of these expressions and
established their fast convergence. We have also shown that these approximations not only reduce
the calculation burden by several orders of magnitude, but also make the analytic optimization
of imaging systems possible. We have studied the detailed properties of our approximations. For
instance we have shown that the PSF approximation has a complexity which is independent of certain
system parameters such as defocus. Our results also help in better understanding the behavior of
imaging systems. In particular, using our results we have answered a fundamental question regarding
the limit of extension of the depth of field in imaging systems by pupil function engineering. We
have derived a theoretic bound and we have established that this bound does not change with
change of phase of pupil function. We have also introduced the concept of conservation of spectral
signal-to-noise ratio and discussed its implications in imaging systems.
Thesis Supervisor: Daniela Pucci de Farias
Title: Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
One of the most important and perhaps first applications of the field of optics is imaging. Imaging
systems have developed and got more and more complicated throughout the history. Each of these
added complications has enhanced the performance of imaging systems in some way. These range
from inventing new devices for recording the image to increasing the resolution of imaging systems
to image ultra-small structures like atomic-level roughness of surfaces. In this thesis we focus on
one of such added complications: pupil function engineering.
1.1 Pupil Function Engineering
Pupil function engineering involves modification of the wavefront so that the imaging system meets
a particular purpose. This modification often happens in the pupil plane, hence the name pupil
function engineering. The pupil function can be considered as a complex function which is to be
multiplied by the original wavefront at the pupil plane. This function has maximum amplitude
of unity; in this thesis we only consider pupil functions which preserve the light collected by the
imaging system; i.e. pupil functions that have amplitude of exactly equal to unity. This ensures
that there is no absorption in the pupil plane.
Based on the above discussion, pupil function engineering in our context, consists of designing
the phase function only. Note that pupil function is a function of pupil plane coordinates. So,
strictly speaking, one can think of our final designed pupil function as a physical object. This object
(compare with contact lens that you wear everyday) modifies the phase of the incoming light and
preserves the amplitude. It is clear that choices for pupil function is endless and that is precisely
what makes the problem of pupil function engineering interesting. It should be added that pupil
function engineering is often accompanied with a proper post-processing algorithm to get the final
image. Although we do not cover the details of designing post-processing algorithms we do take
into consideration the fact that post-processing algorithms exist. In fact, the final designed pupil
function has to satisfy specific requirements to allow the use of post processing algorithms.
The ability to accurately and efficiently design an imaging system for a specific purpose is of
increasing importance in the coming decades. Applications of imaging systems that have used
pupil function engineering for this goal range from simple photography to advanced lithography
machines. To mention some of the current application fields for pupil function engineering, we
can name adaptive optics, phase retrieval, aberration correction, photography, general microscopy,
optical lithography, integral imaging and computational tomography among others.
In this thesis, we study pupil function engineering, its tools, applications and limits from an
analytic point of view. In Section 1.2 we motivate our approach by reviewing some the current
problems in pupil function engineering and some of the potential benefits of our approach. In
Section 1.3 we present the recent results in the literature related to this thesis and re-introduce our
work in this context. Finally, in Section 1.4 we briefly mention our contributions in this thesis.
1.2 Motivation
The process of pupil function engineering, like any other design method has two main phases:
(i) stating the imaging system requirements in the proper language, and (ii) finding the design
parameters so that the imaging system meets those requirements. The challenge, however, seats in
the transition from first phase to the second phase.
1.2.1 Computation Time Versus Accuracy
In imaging system design, there are a few different ways to mathematically state the imaging system
requirements. Usually this is done by translating the system requirements to the language of either
impulse response or frequency response of imaging systems. Two of the most important functions
that are used for the analysis of imaging systems are the modulation transfer function (MTF) as
a measure of frequency response and the point spread function (PSF) as a measure of the impulse
response.
The process of transition from the MTF or the PSF to the final designed pupil function involves
many instances of calculating PSF and/or MTF. In particular, depending on the number of possible
degrees of freedom in final imaging system, the number of MTF and/or PSF calculation grows
exponentially. As it is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, based on a given pupil function, the calculation
of MTF or PSF, each involves solving a double integral. This hints the process of pupil function
engineering is very computationally expensive.
As it was mentioned in the previous Section, in pupil function engineering we are trying to design
a phase value as a function of pupil coordinate and thus the complexity of final designed imaging
system can be arbitrarily large. This increases the potential computational burden of the pupil
function engineering even further.
This computational expense motivates us to look for a better way to relate the MTF and the PSF
to the pupil function. In particular we are interested to find a relationship that allows us to move
from pupil function to MTF and PSF fast and accurately. We view this as a major tool in pupil
function engineering. In this thesis we have developed an approximate analytical relation between
the MTF and the pupil function and the PSF and the pupil function.
1.2.2 Analytical Optimizations
In each iteration of pupil function engineering, the MTF or the PSF are calculated based on a given
pupil function. This pupil function is, in turn, a result of a set of chosen design parameters. During
the process of pupil function engineering the above iteration is repeated for many different design
parameters and in the end, a set of designed parameters is chosen as the optimal set. This set of
design parameters is optimal in the sense that the MTF or the PSF resulted from the corresponding
pupil function matches the stated MTF or PSF requirements the best.
An instant question that can be raises is what do we know about optimality of the final pupil
function. For instance we would like to know if our result is the global optimum or not. In fact, in
finite iterations of the above algorithm we cannot guarantee anything about global optimality.
An alternative to the above approach is to use analytic optimization algorithms; however to do
so we need to have a closed form expression relating the MTF and the PSF to the pupil function. It
is well-known that such a relation does not exist except in the integral form and thus this motivates
us to develop analytic approximate expressions relating the MTF and the PSF to the pupil function.
1.2.3 Physical Understanding
Due to the high complexity of pupil function engineering, usually the optimization process and result
carry no or little intuition about the physics of the problem. In particular, there are many classes
of problems that pupil function engineering is known to be well-suited for; nevertheless the physical
limits of pupil function engineering for most of these problems has not been studied and is not
known.
For instance, consider the problem of extension of depth of field. It is known that pupil function
engineering can extend the depth of field. There has been many instances of successful imaging
system designs that have used this. Yet, there are some unanswered fundamental questions in this
regard. One of the fundamental questions in this regard is: to what extent one can extend the
depth of field of an imaging system using design and optimization of the pupil function? Questions
of this nature, motivate us to study the pupil function engineering analytically. Also, during the
optimization process itself, having an analytic expression for the problem can help the designer a
lot as to what are the important parameters, what are the sensitive parameters, etc.
1.3 Background
In this section we perform a quick review of results related to pupil function engineering. In par-
ticular, we present results related to both numerical and analytical approaches in pupil function
engineering. Finally, we consider the depth of filed and results related to extension of depth of field.
1.3.1 Numerical Results
Traditionally calculation of MTF and PSF using a specific pupil function has been done numerically.
One way of doing this is to directly calculate the finite Riemann sum as an approximation to the final
integral. It is a common practice to use fast Fourier transform (FFT) rather than direct integration
to enhance the speed of calculation. However, the FFT method also fails to perform well as the
resolution of interest or the accuracy of interest increases. In what follows we review the performance
of FFT for calculation of PSF using a given pupil function. Note that MTF and PSF are related
using Fourier optics and thus the same discussion applies to MTF as well.
Here we quickly review the trade off between accuracy and computational expense in the FFT
method [1, 2]. In imaging systems we are usually interested in two-dimensional FFTs. The number
of calculations necessary for a two-dimensional FFT of an A' x ~ array is 2.Y'2 log 1Y2. Thus the
time necessary is proportional to this expression too. In computational imaging systems we take the
FFT of the pupil function to get PSF. Accuracy of FFT highly depends on the complexity of the
pupil function. This is because as this complexity increases the fixed number of sample points fail
to capture the complexity of pupil function well.
This has serious drawbacks in optimization algorithms. First, during each iteration the com-
plexity of pupil function changes and thus to keep accuracy fixed we need to change the FFT size
appropriatly. This makes the optimization algorithm more complicated.
Secondly, as it was shown above the number of sample point and thus the calculation burden
grows very fast with the complexity of pupil function. In particular, this limits our design abilities
to incorporate more complicate pupil functions in imaging systems.
1.3.2 Analytical Results
There has been many efforts to analytically approximate important functions in imaging systems. For
the same reason as last Section, we only consider PSF and methods to analytically approximate this
function. The original Nijboer-Zernike method that can be applied to very simple pupil function has
very limited application. [3] Recently, extensions of the original Nijboer-Zernike method have been
developed in order to make it applicable to more complicated pupil functions. These expansions lead
to a representation of the PSF whose complexity increases at least linearly with defocus [4, 5, 6, 7].
This means given a class of pupil functions, as the value of some of the parameters increases, the
complexity of the calculation increases too.
1.3.3 Depth of Field
A common problem encountered in the design of imaging systems consists of finding the right balance
between the light gathering ability and the depth of field (DOF) of the system. Having high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) at the detector of an imaging system over a large range of depths of field has
been the utmost goal in many imaging system designs [8, 9, 10].
Traditionally, most of the attention in the literature has been focused on increasing the depth of
field for special problems of interest. This typically includes cases of successfully designed imaging
systems that work in an extended depth of field. Usually in these systems SNR is shown to be within
acceptable limits depending on the particular goal. There are however cases in which a subclass
of design problems (for instance, cubic-phase pupil function) are studied analytically where the
limits of extension of depth of field in terms of generic acceptable SNR is discussed more rigorously
[11, 12, 9, 13, 14].
Traditionally (as we have all experienced with our professional cameras) one can extend the depth
of field by controlling the aperture stop size. Albeit very simple, this method has serious drawbacks
such as significantly reducing the optical power available and the highest spatial frequency [15]. This
limits the practical use of this method to very short ranges of depth of field [16]. Pupil function
engineering combines aspheric optical elements and digital signal processing to extend the depth
of field of imaging systems. [17, 18, 19, 20]. Although numerous important industrial problems
are solved using pupil function engineering, there is no concrete statement about the extent pupil
function engineering can improve SNR over the depth of field of interest.
1.4 Contribution
In this thesis, we study pupil function engineering, its tools, applications and limits from an analytic
point of view. In particular, we derive approximate analytic expressions for the MTF and the
PSF. Using our expressions one can save a lot of computational power at a practically negligible
accuracy expense. We solve some optimization problems using our expressions. We also answer the
fundamental question regarding the extension of depth of field in imaging system.
In Chapter 2, we derive an approximate analytical expression for the MTF of an imaging system
possessing a shifted cubic phase pupil function. We derive the error bounds of our approximation
and establish its high accuracy (see Theorem 2.2.1). Using the approximate representation of the
MTF we solve the problem of extension of depth of field analytically for two cases of interest:
uniform quality imaging and task-based imaging. We also show how the analytical solutions given
in this Chapter can be used as a convenient design tool as opposed to previous lengthy numerical
optimizations.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a new method for analyzing the diffraction integral for evaluating the
PSF. Our approach is applicable when we are considering a finite, arbitrary number of aberrations
and arbitrarily large defocus simultaneously. We present an upper bound for the complexity and the
convergence rate of this method (see Theorem 3.5.1). We also compare the cost and accuracy of this
method to traditional ones and show the efficiency of our method through these comparisons. This
has applications in several fields that use pupil function engineering such as biological microscopy,
lithography and multi-domain optimization in optical systems.
In Chapter 4, we discuss the limit of depth of field extension for an imaging system using pupil
function engineering. In particular we consider a general imaging system in the sense that it has
arbitrary pupil-function phase and we present the trade-off between the depth of field of the system
and the spectral SNR over an extended depth of field. Using this, we rigorously derive the expression
for the tightest upper bound for the minimum spectral SNR, i.e. the limit of spectral SNR improve-
ment (see Theorem 4.4.1). We also draw the relation between our result and the conservation of
brightness theorem and establish that our result is the spectral version of the brightness conservation
theorem. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Modulation Transfer Function
In this Chapter we derive an approximate analytical expression for the modulation transfer function
(MTF) of an imaging system possessing a shifted cubic phase pupil function. This expression is
based on an approximation using Arctan function. Using the approximate representation of the
MTF we solve the problem of extension of depth of field analytically for two cases of interest:
uniform quality imaging and task-based imaging. We derive the optimal result in each case as a
function of the problem specification. We also compare the two different imaging cases and discuss
the advantages of using our different optimization approach for each case. We also show how the
analytical solutions given in this Chapter can be used as a convenient design tool as opposed to
previous lengthy numerical optimizations.
2.1 Introduction
Pupil function engineering is a computational imaging technique used to greatly increase imaging
performance while reducing the size, weight, and cost of imaging systems [18]. It consists of the
combined use of optical elements with digital signal processing in order to better perform a required
imaging task. For example, pupil function engineering can be used to extend the depth of field of an
imaging system [17, 21]. In traditional (without pupil function engineering) imaging systems, such
an extension of the depth of field is usually obtained by reducing the aperture stop, consequently
reducing the resolution and light gathering capacity of the imaging system. Because pupil func-
tion engineering elements typically are non-absorbing phase elements, they allow the exposure and
illumination to be maintained while producing the depth depth of field of a slower system [18, 20].
A challenging process in designing systems with extended depth of field is choosing the right
phase element. The design goal is to make the point spread function (PSF) of the optical system
defocus-invariant; i.e. to make the PSF of the optical system shape-invariant as the object moves
along the desired depth of field. Having a defocus-invariant PSF facilitates the image reconstruction
using a simple deconvolution filter. Simultaneously, one tries to keep the MTF as high as possible
as the object moves along the desired depth of field. This is done, in order to transfer the most
information possible from the object to the optical sensor. Here, by the most information possible
we refer to the space bandwidth product of the imaging system or in other words the maximum
number of resolvable spots [22, 23, 24].
One of the phase elements that is most often used in practice is described by a cubic phase,
#(i, 9), expressed as
4D(, =a [(I + 6)3 + (ý + j)3].
where a is the cubic phase coefficient, 6 is the cubic phase shift and (^, ý) are the normalized
Cartesian coordinates at the pupil plane.
This phase surface has some interesting properties; among which is the fact that the PSF of the
optical system which is equipped with this phase element is defocus-invariant. This property makes
this phase element an excellent choice for the problem of extension of the depth of field. Having
chosen this type of phase element the design usually consists of numerically maximizing the MTF of
the optical system. The optimization parameters are phase element parameters (e.g. a) and optical
system parameters (e.g. distance between the image plane and the exit pupil) [24].
This process of numerical design and optimization is lengthy and time consuming, for one needs
to numerically evaluate the MTF for every variation of design parameter values, and a large number
of parameter values have to be visited. Furthermore this process needs to be redone for every and
each specific problem. On top of all this, there is no theoretical guaranty that one is actually reaching
the global optimum design within a limited time of numerical optimization [25, 26].
In this Chapter we offer an alternative to numerical optimization by modeling and solving the
design problem analytically. This is mainly a result of our developed approximation to MTF. We
derive the expression for a generalized MTF with cubic phase element in pupil plane. In this model
we assume a diffraction-limited lens, an incoherent illumination and a cubic-phase element. We
perform an accuracy analysis and show that the developed approximation has a very good accuracy
(97% on average) in the regions of interest in imaging design.
This model provides us with the MTF as a function of defocus. This generalized MTF is then
used to optimize the imaging system. We analytically solve the cubic phase element design and
optimization problem for two general imaging problems. These two problems are: (i) to extend
the depth of field for uniform image quality imaging systems (e.g. normal photography, cellphone
cameras, etc. ) and (ii) to extend the depth of field for task-based imaging systems (e.g. bar code
reader, iris recognition, etc.).
In the next Section we derive the analytic MTF representation, which will be used as a basis
for our optimization in the rest of the Chapter. In Section 2.3 we solve the problem of extending
the depth of field for the case of imaging with uniform image quality. We go over the optimality
criteria and we solve the optimization problem analytically. We present an example and show how
our results apply in solving a practical problem. In Section 2.4, we solve the problem of extending
the depth of field for task-based imaging. In Section 2.5 we compare both results from Sections 2.3
and 2.4 a nd discuss their relative benefits. We also go over some of the general results that could
be deduced from the optimal solution graphs and their applications to design problems.
2.2 Analytic MTF
In this Section we derive an analytic approximation for the MTF of an imaging system with a cubic
phase element installed in its aperture. We assume an imaging system with circular aperture being
illuminated with incoherent light. Figure 2-1 shows a schematic view of our optical system. Using
simple Fourier optics one can get the expression for MTF of such optical system. Note that the
ultimate goal of this chapter is to maximize MTF. However there is a fundamental limit to that due
to the conservation of ambiguity function. It has been observed that generally the most efficient
way of managing this limit is to maximize MTF only on two orthogonal axis, thus keeping the used
portion of this fixed area as small as possible [27, 28, 29]. Please see Appendix A or Chapter 4
for more detailed discussion. Due to the symmetry of problem, it suffices to analyze MTF in any
of these two orthogonal directions. Thus, we can continue with the revised version of the MTF
equation as below
MTFe(u,O)= 1 1 •• eki(4W2ou) ~+(6au) i2] did , (2.1)
where MTFe is the exact value of MTF, ^ and ý are normalized Cartesian coordinates of the pupil,
u and v are normalized spatial frequencies in : and ý directions respectively, W20 = (D2 /8) (1/di
+l/do - 1/f) is the defocus coefficient and a is the cubic-phase coefficient; k = 2rn/A, f, di, do
and D are the wave number, imaging system focal length, distance from the image plane to the
exit pupil, distance from the object plane to the entrance pupil and aperture diameter respectively.
The last three parameter definitions are illustrated in Fig. 2-1. Note that W20 has the dimension of
length. Finally, xm and y, are defined as
Xm = V/- -u, (2.2)
Ym = -- U2 .
The details of derivation of Eq. (2.2) is given in Appendix A. At this point we have two integrals
which cannot be analytically evaluated in a closed form. In particular, for any set of imaging system
parameters calculating the value of MTF requires numerical calculation of a double integral. This is
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Figure 2-1: Schematic view of optical system under consideration.
often very expensive during a design process which requires many instances of MTF calculation. To
overcome both of these problems (lack of closed form solution and computational cost), we introduce
an approximation for MTF. Our results are based on the following novel approximation:
x exp(it 2)dt - Arctan (v' X),
o0V2 (2.3)
Based on Eq. (2.3) we have deriven two different approximations for MTF. The first approx-
imation, MTFal is suitable for numerical calculation and the second approximation, MTFa2, is
suitable for analytic manipulations. The detailed derivation of these two approximations can be
found in Appendices B and C, respectively. In the subsequent Sections we use MTFa2 as our MTF
approximation. The expression for MTFal is too lengthy and thus is skipped. The expression for
MTFa2 is shown below
!
MTFa2 (u,) 2 -Arcsin(u) + x ru (2.4)
Arctan 2r [W2o + 3a(1 - u)]
-Arctan ku [W20 + 3(-+V7r
Equation (2.4) above is the approximate analytic expression for the MTF. Note that u in this
equation is the normalized spatial frequency (when u = 1, the system is at the diffraction limit).
This expression for the MTF makes the analytic solution of an optical design problems that involves
MTF mathematically tractable.
Before using any of these two approximations, we need to investigate their accuracy. The accuracy
of MTFal and MTFa2 are studied in Appendices B and C, respectively. Here we present some of
the results in this regard.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let e be the approximation accuracy and C be the sub-space of interest in design
parameters space, such that
IMTFe(u, O) - MTFal(u, )I 20E(&, 20, u),
and
C {0.2 < u < 1} x {2 < & < 10} x 0 < W 20 < 8}.
Then, we have
max • e(, 20,U} < 0.1,
if E(&, I '20, u)d& dlV20o du < 0.03,1 I Jjfl
0.1
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Figure 2-2: Plot of e (&, 4, u) as a function of & and u (Note that all variables are dimensionless).
and
IMTFa2 - MTFalI < 0.1.
In Theorem 2.2.1, & = a/A and W 20 = W20 /A are normalized cubic phase coefficient and nor-
malized defocus coefficient, respectively. The function E(&, W20 , u) is a bound of our approximation
error. The immediate interpretation of these results would be the high accuracy of MTF"a. In
particular, the minimum accuracy in MTFal is 90% and the average accuracy is more than 97%.
This establishes the practical usage of our approximation. Figure 2-2 shows the plot of e(&, 4, u) as
a function of & and u. The other important result is regarding the accuracy of MTFa2 . As it is
shown in Theorem 2.2.1 the difference between MTFa2 and MTFal is bounded. Figure 2-3 shows
the plot of jMTFa2 - MTFal as & and u varies while W20 = 4.
It should be noted that most of the results in Theorem 2.2.1 are representing the worst-case
scenario. The real power of these approximation is in their average accuracy [for instance see Eq.
(B.26)]. This is because during optimization process the average behavior of the approximation over
the parameters of interest matters the most. It should be also noted that the only advantage of
MTFa2 over M•TFal is its simple expression. If one is interested in numerical rather than analytical
0.1
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Figure 2-3: Plot of MTFa2 - MTFal as a function of & and u when 720 = 4 (Note that all
variables are dimensionless).
optimization, then MTFal is the approximation expression to be chosen. This is because it has a
good accuracy and a closed form expression and hence much easier to compute compared to MTF e
which involves the calculation of a double integral.
Finally it is worth mentioning that although these MTF expressions only consider defocus and
cubic phase shift, one can employ the same approach to incorporate other aberrations into the
approximate MTF expressions. The key is to capture the mean behavior of the integrand and then
do the integral. This way, one first keeps the accuracy high and second makes the job of evaluating
the integral simple. To expand these MTF expressions to other aberrations is one of the possible
future work directions.
In the next two Sections we show how by using this expression we can solve two classes of design
problems that illustrate well the use of the cubic phase pupil function to extend the depth of field
of an imaging system. In the first problem we discuss the uniform image quality imaging and in the
second problem we discuss the task-based imaging.
/
2.3 Optimization for Uniform Image Quality
2.3.1 Statement of the Problem
A well-known challenge in imaging systems is how to maintain a uniform image quality as the object
moves along the depth of field of interest [21, 18]. The term image quality is clearly very broad
and, in general, the image quality not only depends on the imaging system but also on the object
spectrum. In this Chapter, by image quality of an imaging system, we precisely mean two factors:
(i) the range of spatial frequencies that can be transfered from the object to the image plane and
(ii) the transfer function of the imaging system for this range of spatial frequencies. Thus a uniform
image quality imaging system has (i) a fixed range of transferable spatial frequencies as the object
moves through the desired range of depth of field and (ii) a uniform transfer function for that range
of spatial frequencies as the object moves through the desired range of depth of field.
The design goal in this Section is to increase this uniform image quality. We assume that the
range of the spatial frequencies of interest is given as a design specification and we try to maximize
the transfer function of the imaging system for that range of spatial frequencies as the object moves
through the desired range of depth of field. This is what we mostly encounter in typical photography.
In this type of imaging systems, one is interested in getting a high quality image for some desired
range of depths of field. Another example in typical photography is when we focus on a particular
object and we would like to have a uniform quality over all parts of the image; i.e. not only the
part we have focused on, but also in all other parts of the picture. This means we want to have a
uniform image quality as we are moving through some depths of field of interest [30]. This is further
clarified in Fig. 2-4. This figure shows two pictures taken from a non-planar object. The object
is a stack of printer cartridges. They are positioned so that the leftmost is closest to the imaging
system and the rightmost is furthest from the imaging system. Part (a) is the picture taken by a
traditional imaging system. As it can be seen the image quality is not uniform in this picture. Part
(b) is the picture taken by an imaging system which uses pupil function engineering. As it can be
seen, this picture has a uniform quality over the range of depth of field of interest. In other words,
(a) (b)
Figure 2-4: Photos of a non-planer object with (a) traditional imaging system and (b) imaging
system with pupil function engineering. Part (a) does not have a uniform image quality. Quality
is good at best focus in the center of the photo and image gets blurry out of focus. Part (b) has a
uniform image quality; i.e. the image quality is the same both in and out of focus. Here by uniform
image quality we mean the uniform transfer function of the imaging system at the spatial frequencies
of interest over the depth of field.
in part (b) the transfer function for the range of spatial frequencies of interest is uniform over the
depth of field of interest, and thus the image quality is preserved in the depth of field of interest.
In this context the design goal can be stated as maximizing the entire MTF (which is a measure
of the transfer function of the imaging system as a function of spatial frequencies) over the imaging
volume. The optimization problem will be defined in a way to reach this goal.
Considering the preceding imaging design problem, the typical problem specifications are: range
of object distances (range of do), focal length (f), aperture diameter (D), and maximum spatial
frequency of interest for the image (Sfi). Using these fixed problem specifications and through the
optimization process we find the design parameters: cubic phase coefficient (a) and image-plane
to exit-pupil distance (di). Our goal is to find the design parameters that satisfy the following
optimality criterion
max min { MTFa2 (u, 0)} (2.5)
a,di do,u
di Ei R
do E [dox, do2]
u E [0, Umax]
Equation (2.5) along with Eq. (2.4) are used as the basis of the optimization in Section 2.3.2.
The analytic expression for design parameters (a and di) are found as a solution of the optimization
problem.
2.3.2 Optimization
In this Section we solve the optimization problem stated in Eq. (2.5). We begin with a discussion
about the highest normalized spatial frequency in the image plane, umax. Since our aim is to have
uniform image quality, umax is constant over the range of optimization parameters. Its value is
defined using the highest spatial frequency of interest for the image (Sfi) as below
Umax = Si (2.6)2fo
where fo is the diffraction limited spatial frequency of the coherent imaging system. Thus we have
Umax rdSf (2.7)kD
Now, considering Eq. (2.4) and using the fact that MTFa2(u, 0) is monotonically decreasing
when u E [0, 1] (see Appendix E for a rigorous proof), we can conclude that minimization over u is
equivalent to setting u = Umax. Hence, we can rewrite Eq. (2.5) as
max min •MTFa2 ( i . (2.8)
av,di d\ kD
di E R
do E [dol,do2]
The next step is the minimization of the MTFa2 over do and the maximization of the MTFa2
over di. In fact these two steps are coupled, for they both have a direct effect on W 20, and thus on the
system's defocus, as it is explicitly shown in Eq. (A.6). In this step, we use the fact that increasing
the absolute defocus (W 20) reduces MTFa2 and vice versa (see Appendix E for details). Since
increasing the absolute defocus reduces MTFa2 and vice versa, one can define a sub-optimization
problem for these two parameters as shown below
min m{ax {,W2 } }. (2.9)
di c R
do E [do,, do2]
Recall that W20 is given by Eq. (A.6). Using elementary calculus, one can solve the problem
above to find
2fdoldo2d 2fdodo2 (2.10)2dold o2 - f(do + do 2 )'
do = dol or do2.
Thus we can rewrite Eq. (2.8) as
max {MTFa2 (Umax, 0)}, (2.11)
where umax is defined through Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10) and W20 is defined through Eqs. (A.6) and
(2.10). Note that neither Umax nor W20 is a function of a and thus one can easily deal with this
optimization problem without worrying about the complicated formulas for umax and W20 (As we
will see, this is not the case in Section 2.4).
To solve Eq. (2.11) we find the maximum value of the MTFa2 by setting its first derivative
equal to zero
BMTFa2(o)MFa = 0. (2.12)aa
Note that this approach is only feasible because we are using an approximation to the exact
MTF. In fact, the exact MTF is a highly oscillating function, and such an approach for finding the
optimal cubic phase coefficient (a*) is of little use. Strictly speaking, in case of the exact MTF,
Eq. (2.12) does not have a unique solution in the regions of interest in imaging design. However,
our approximation (MTFa2 ) which represents the average value of this oscillating function (MTFe )
results in a unique optimal value for the cubic phase coefficient (a*) which could be found through
Eq. (2.12) (See Appendix E for more details about the properties of our approximation). This fact
allows solving Eq. (2.12) for the optimal cubic phase coefficient (a*). An approximate solution to
Eq. (2.12) is found in Appendix D. The result is as follows
a* 1 + 8umax (1 -Umax) + 1 + 16umax (1 - Umax)
SX V 2 (2.13)24max(1 
- Umax)2  
, (2.13)
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where umax is defined through Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10) and W20 is defined through Eqs. (A.6) and
(2.10). In Section 2.3.3 we will discuss the optimization results obtained in this Section.
2.3.3 Results
In this Section we discuss the results of the optimization which was done in the last Section. We
use a sample problem to clarify the benefit of using this method. We also present the graphs of the
general results along with a method of how to use these graphs in a practical optical design problem.
We begin with presenting the final results of optimization in Eqs. (2.14). As it could be seen
through these equations, all the design parameters are expressed in terms of the problem specifica-
tions; i.e. f, D, k, do1 , do2 and Sfi.
a* 1 + 8umax -W (1 - Umax) + 1 + 16Umax (1- umax)
a = A(2.14)A 24max (1 - Umax)2  (2.14)
S = 2 fdoldo2
2doldo2 - f(dol + do2 )'
where Umax and W 20 are
Uma = 21rdSf (2.15)kD
W20 = di2 (-8 di f/
In order to illustrate the results of the optimization, we use a sample imaging design problem,
whose specifications are shown in Table 2.1. The wave number, k = 2rxn/A, is chosen to be the
average value for visible light propagating in air. The aperture diameter, D, and the focal length, f
are chosen so that we have a practically feasible f# at a reasonable cost. The required depth of field,
i.e. dol and do2, which should be chosen according to the goal for the range of functioning of imaging
Table 2.1: Problem specifications for the sample uniform image quality imaging problem.
Param. Value Unit
k 11.4 x 10+ 3  mm -
D 8 mm
f 50 mm
do1  450 mm
do2 710 mm
Sf i 90 Lrne-pa rrmm
Table 2.2: Optimized designed parameters for uniform image quality imaging problem.
Param. Value Unit
4.60 -
dr  55 mm
Umax 0.34 -
= 6 
-
system, is chosen to be in accordance with its corresponding value in the sample task-based problem
so that one could compare results obtained for each method. The maximum spatial frequency of
interest in the image plane, Sfi, is chosen with the same goal in mind.
Using the problem specification values presented in Table 2.1, one can get the optimized design
variables using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). These values are shown in Table 2.2. To compare the
performance of the optimized imaging system with that of the traditional system (without pupil
function engineering: di = 54.7mm and a = 0), we have shown the plot of the MTFe at three
different depths of field for these two systems in Fig. 2-5. Using this figure, one can see how the
MTF e has been distributed over the entire field rather than just at the in-focus plane. One can also
see that the worst-case MTF (minimum MTF e in the union of the range of interest of all variables)
is 0.10. Also, the graph of defocus, W 20 , versus depth of field is shown in Fig. 2-6. This graph
shows that we have actually minimized the maximum absolute value of defocus along the desired
depth of field; i.e. we have reduced W20 from 7A to 6A. Note that, in the optimized system, the best
focus has moved from the middle of depth of field toward the lens. In particular do for best focus is
reduced from 0.58 m to 0.55 m. This is due to nonlinear relationship between W 20 and d,.
For any other uniform quality imaging problem, one will only need to use the problem specifi-
MTFe(u,O)
u
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Figure 2-5: MTFe(u, 0) of the system with and without pupil function engineering (Uniform image
quality imaging problem; optical system specifications are from Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Note how image
quality (the transfer function of the imaging system at the spatial frequencies of interest) is uniform
over the depth of field. (a) Traditional system (far field, -- = -5). (b) Traditional system (in
focus, -W- = 0). (c) Traditional system (near field, -- = +7). (d) Optimized system (far field,
W2& = -6). (e) Optimized system (in focus, -W- = 0). (f) Optimized system (near field, - = +6).
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Figure 2-6: Defocus of the (a) traditional imaging system and (b) Optimized imaging system in
uniform quality imaging problem (Optical system specifications are from Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Note
that in the optimized imaging system the best focus has been moved toward the lens to reduce the
maximum absolute defocus from 7A to 5.5A.
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Figure 2-7: Optimum cubic phase coefficient (a*) for the uniform image quality problem. Using
given problem specifications one can find the corresponding umax and W 20 (Eq. (2.15)), and then
a* can be directly read from this figure [Eq. (2.14)].
cations and evaluate W20 and Umax through Eqs. (2.15) and then use these values for evaluating
d* and a* through Eqs. (2.14). Figure 2-7 shows the optimal value of the cubic phase coefficient
versus defocus and image quality (maximum spatial frequency of interest in the image plane).
2.4 Optimization for Task-based Imaging
2.4.1 Statement of the Problem
Task-based imaging systems have played an important role in the development of industrial appli-
cations and in the improvement of living standards in recent years. These roles range from simple
bar code reading in a supermarket to complicated identification systems in high-security facilities
(for instance, biometric iris recognition [20]). A critical challenge in this field is to have a sufficiently
good image in a certain depth of field, in the sense that this image must be usable for the specific
task. Particularly, for task-based imaging it is immaterial whether the picture looks good or not.
Rather, the amount of usable information that is transfered from the target object to our detective
device is of utmost importance. In general, this means we need more resolution when the image is
smaller and less when the image is bigger. This is clarified further in Fig. 2-8, which shows two
photos are taken by an iris recognition system. As it can be expected, the system is only concerned
__
(a) (b)
Figure 2-8: Iris recognition images as an example of task-based imaging. (a) Far field image (do =
800mm). (b) Near field image (do = 200mm). Although part (a) appears to be a higher quality
image, parts (a) and (b) both have equal usable information of iris.
about the amount of information that it captures from the iris. Thus, as the person gets closer to
the device, the required resolution decreases so that the amount of information from the iris remains
constant. Although part (a) may be considered a good picture and part (b) a poor one from the
photography point of view, they are both equally good from a task-based point of view.
In the design process of a task-based imaging system, it is crucial to take the above point into
account. It is often the case that we want to capture a constant amount of usable information from
the object as the object is moving along a desired depth of field. This instantly calls for the use
of pupil function engineering. However, in this case the optimal design criterion would be different
from the one we discussed in the last Section.
In an imaging problem like this, the classic problem specifications are depth of field of interest,
i.e. the range along which the object can move (range of do), focal length (f), aperture diameter (D),
and maximum spatial frequency of interest for the object, i.e. the maximum amount of detail from
the object that we need to capture for our specific task (Sf,). Using these problem specifications
and through the optimization process we find the design parameters, which are the cubic phase
coefficient (a) and the image-plane to exit-pupil distance (di). Our goal is to find design parameters
that satisfy the optimality criterion. This is expressed in Eq. (2.16):
max min { MTFa2 (u, 0)} (2.16)
a,di do,u
a E R
do E [do1 , do2]
U C [0, Uma(do)]
Equation (2.16) along with Eq. (2.4) are used as the basis of the optimization in the next
Section. Note the fundamental difference between Eq. (2.16) and (2.5); in Eq. (2.5) the maximum
normalized spatial frequency of interest in the image plane (umax) is constant whereas in Eq. (2.16)
it is a function of do and it changes as the object moves along the desired range of depths of field.
This results in a coupled optimization problem that is clearly more complex than the one solved in
Section 2.3. In the optimization process shown in the next Section, the analytic expression for the
design parameters (a and di) are found.
2.4.2 Optimization
We begin with a discussion about the normalized spatial frequency of interest in the image plane,
umax. Using its definition, we have
Umax S (2.17)2fo
where fo is the diffraction limited spatial frequency of the coherent system. Since we want to have
constant usable information transfer from the object to our detective device, the maximum spatial
frequency of interest for the image (Sfi) changes as the object moves along the range of interest of
depths of field. In fact, Sfi is simply related to Sf, through the following relation
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Sfi = , (2.18)
where M is the lateral magnification. Replacing the lateral magnification, M, and the diffraction
limit spatial frequency, fo, with their corresponding values, we have
21rSf 0odoUmax - . (2.19)kD
Now, using the same line of reasoning as in Section 2.3, Eq. (2.16) can be reduced to
max min MTFa2 ) rSfdo) (2.20)
do E [dol, do2]
Unlike the last Section, where do was present in the equation of MTFa2 [Eq. (2.4)] only as a part
of W20, here it also appears in the expression of umax. Hence we cannot set up a sub-optimization
problem to just maximize W 20 over do and find do. To overcome this complexity let us define the
partial defocus, W20 as
0-- . (2.21)8 di f
Note that W20 contains all the system defocus terms, except for the 1/do term. Defining partial
defocus as above helps us keep track of the effect of changing do on MTFa2 independently from the
rest of defocus terms. Using properties of our approximation (see Appendix E) the optimization
problem over do and di in Eq. (2.20) can be rewritten as below
MTFa2  2rSfdol 0) = MTF a 2 (2 DSf o 02  . (2.22)
kD kD 'J)
To have more intuition about why this is the case, observe the MTFa2 (27kD , 0) in Fig. 2-9
where its graph is shown as a function of do and W20 [with ka = 10, kD 2 /8 = 104 , 27rSfo/(kD) =
10-3]. From Fig. 2-9 one can observe that for any range of interest of do, there is a particular
value of W2o which is optimal according to Eq. (2.20). It is also clear from this figure, that the
corresponding optimal value of do is either of do1 or do2 . This is because MTFa2 ( 2rSd,
monotonically decreases on each of its branches as do approaches the corresponding end limit. This
leads us to maximize MTFa2 2DSf , d0) over W2o (which is equivalent to maximizing over di),
and minimize MTFa2 (2rSfdO ,0) over do, by choosing the particular value for W20 suggested in
Eq. (2.22).
Thus the sub-optimization problem in this Section is reduced to finding W2o such that Eq. (2.22)
is satisfied. This can be seen with the aid of two dashed lines in Fig. 2-9. Note that once the right
amount of W20 is found, then one can increase the MTF in that region using the optimization over
a. Solving Eq. (2.22) for W2o, we have
W20* 487r 2 do1 do2 (Umax2 - Umazl) - kD 2 (do1 + do2)
= (2.23)A 32" doldo2
Note that umaxi and Umax2 are defined through Eq. (2.19) after replacing do by do1 and do2,
respectively. Now the optimization problem can be rewritten as
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Figure 2-9: Behavior of the MTFe with respect to partial defocus (W20 ) and depth of field (do).
The region between the dashed lines represents the depth of field of interest. The goal is to have
maximum MTFe(umax(do), O) = MTFe  D,0, 0) in this region. To do so we find the W 0o for
which MTFa2 2-rSado ,0) is the same at both ends of this region of interest [see Eq. (2.22)]. This
is justified by assuming that MTFa2 has a parabolic behavior with respect to W 0o. In this figure
we have used ka = 10, kD 2 /8 = 104 mm and 27rSfo/(kD) = 10-3mm-1.
max {MTFa2 (2 rSdol, O , (2.24)
where MTFj,2 in Eq. (2.24) contains the optimal value of partial defocus, W20 , as in Eq. (2.23).
Since optimal partial defocus is also a function of a, one cannot use the result of optimization in
Section 2.3. This is because the structure of MTF,2 with respect to a is different from that of
MTFa2 . This calls for a more involved optimization problem to be dealt with. To solve Eq. (2.24)
we find the maximum value of the MTF.2 by setting its first derivative equal to zero
OMTFg2(a)MTF = 0. (2.25)
Eq. (2.25) is solved using the same method as Eq. (2.12) (Which is explained in Appendix D),
except that now, the starting point is
MTFa2 (a) = C 2 (2.26)A rct-a - (2.26)
[Arctan( + C4V + Cv) - Actan( - c.
rather than Eq. eCl??. Solving Eq. (2.25), we have
1 + 2c3c4 + c3 c5 + /1 +- 4c3 c4  4c (2.27)* = 2(2.27)
2 (c2 - c4)
or
a* u 2 + 2CAu(Au + 1 - u) + + 4Cu2Au 2 + 16C 2 (1 - U)2Au 2
A 12nruu 2(2 - ul - u2) [Au + 2(1 - u1 )] (2.28)
where ul and u2 are defined through Eq. (2.19) after replacing do by do1 and do2. C and Au are
defined as
SrSfoDC -
4
AU = 2 - U 1.
(2.29)
2.4.3 Results
We begin this Section by presenting the final results of optimization in Eqs. (2.30). As it can
be seen through these equations, all the design parameters are expressed in terms of the problem
specifications; i.e. f, D, k, do1, do2 and S1o.
u2 + 2CAu(Au + 1 - ul) + Ju + 4Cu2Au 2 + 16C2(1 - u)2Au2
127rulu2 (2 - ul - u 2) [Au + 2(1 - ul)]
1
d'*
(2.30)
1 487r -do do2 (U2 - U1) - kD 2 (do1 + do2 )
f 2doldo2kD 2
where ul, us, Au and C are defined as
Table 2.3: Problem specifications for the sample task-based imaging problem.
Param. Value Unit
k 11.4 x 10+  F mm -
D 8 mm
f 50 mm
do1  450 mm
do2  710 mm
Sfo 7 lzne-par
u 21rSf odo (2.31)
S kD
2rStodo2
U2 = kD
Au = U2 - U1,
C - rS°oD
4
In order to illustrate the results of optimization, we use a sample problem. We consider an iris
recognition system as an example of task-based imaging. The problem specifications are shown in
Table 2.3. Although the wave number, k, typically used for iris recognition is that of near-infra-red,
for the sake of comparison of results with the case of photography (Section 2.3), the wave number
is chosen to be the average value of visible light. It should be noted that the method performs
satisfactory for the near-infra-red wavelength as well. The aperture diameter, D, and the focal
length, f are chosen according to manufacturing and size limitations. The required depth of field,
i.e. do1 and do2 , are chosen to satisfy the goal of system operation without any need for cooperation
from the user. The maximum spatial frequency of interest in the object plane, Sfo, is chosen to
satisfy the minimum number of pixels across the iris, required by the recognition algorithm.
Using the problem specification values presented in Table 2.3, one can get the optimized design
variables using Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31). These values are shown in Table 2.4.
To compare the performance of the optimized imaging systems, with that of the traditional
system (without pupil function engineering: di = 54.7mm and a = 0), we have shown the plot of the
Table 2.4: Optimized designed parameters for the sample task-based imaging problem.
Param. Value Unit
4.06 -
df 54.85 mm
Umaxl 0.22 -
Umax2 0.34 -
A -25.64 -
MTFe at three different depths of field for these two systems in Fig. 2-10. Using this figure, we can
see how regions of spatial frequency with high value of MTF e have been distributed in an optimal
way among all the depths of field rather than just at best focus. The vertical dashed lines are the
lines with spatial frequency u = umax(do); i.e. they represent the maximum spatial frequency of
interest in that particular depth of field. It could be read from this figure that the worst-case MTF
(minimum MTF e in the union of the range of interest of all variables) is 0.11.
Figure 2-11 shows the graph of MTF e (2r , as a function of partial defocus and depth
of field for the optimized system (using the system parameters given in Table 2.4). While the
optimization over partial defocus, W20 , has kept the minimum MTF at both ends of the desired
range of the depth of field equal, the optimization over a has increase MTF at the prescribed value
of partial defocus.
Also in Fig. 2-12, the graph of defocus, W20, versus depth of field is shown. This graph shows
how we have actually increased the absolute value of defocus compared to the traditional imaging
system. This increased defocus is responsible for low quality images in the near field. However, as
explained before, this is in fact an important advantage, because we are acquiring just the necessary
usable information from the object (an iris in this example) and thus we are saving up modulation
for the far field. Note that in the optimized system the best focus has moved closer to the far end
of the depth of focus. We are thus freeing up modulation for the far field.
Note that the main difference of the uniform quality and task-based imaging problems is the sub-
optimization that was done in the last Section on W20. To further illustrate this sub-optimization,
the graph of the MTFe(umax(do), 0) versus do is shown in Fig. 2-13. The solid line represents the
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Figure 2-10: MTFe(u,0) of the system with and without pupil function engineering (Task-based
imaging problem; optical system specifications are from Tables 2.3 and 2.4). The region between
dashed lines represents the range of spatial frequencies of interest for that particular depth of field.
Note how this range of spatial frequencies of interest gets smaller as the object gets closer to imaging
system. (a) Traditional imaging system (far field, -- = -5), (b) Traditional imaging system (in
focus, -- = 0), (c) Traditional imaging system (near field, -W= = +7), (d) Optimized imaging
system (far field, -Iz= = -4), (e) Optimized imaging system (in focus, = = 0), (f) Optimized
imaging system (near field, -= = +8).
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Figure 2-11: The MTFe as a function of partial defocus and depth of field for the optimum system
(task-based imaging problem; optical system specifications are from Tables 2.3 and 2.4). The region
between the dashed lines represents the depth of field of interest. The horizontal solid line represents
the optimum value of W20. As it can be seen the goal of maximizing the MTF is achieved. Note
h 2MrSd, O 2rSdFe 2how MTF kD ), ,,a MTF e kSdo ,0 as it is expected from Eq. (2.22).
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Figure 2-12: Defocus of the (a) traditional imaging system and (b) imaging system with optimized
pupil function engineering (Task-based imaging problem; optical system specifications are from
Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Note how in the optimized imaging system the best focus is moved far from
the imaging system to balance the modulation at the highest spatial frequency of interest over the
entire depth of field.
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Figure 2-13: The minimum value of MTFe in the range of spatial frequencies of interest [namely
MTFe(Uma(d), 0) = MTF D ,0 ]o v.s. depth of field. The solid line represents the opti-
mized task-based imaging system and the dashed line represents the optimized uniform quality imag-
ing system. This figure shows how the optimized uniform quality imaging system is not efficient for
task specific imaging. Note how the sub-optimization of Eq. (2.22) has increased MTF e (2wO,0)
over the depth of field of interest as shown by the solid-line graph. Optical system specifications are
from Tables 2.2 and 2.4.
task-based optimized imaging system. The dashed line represents the uniform quality optimized
imaging system. Clearly the goal of uniformly maximizing MTFe(umax(do), 0) over the range of
interest of do is achieved with the solid line in the figure.
For any other specific problem, one only needs to use the problem specifications and evaluate the
optimal design parameters through Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31). Figures 2-14 and 2-15 show the graph
of optimal parameters for the class of task-based imaging extension of depth of field problems using
cubic phase element. Figure 2-14 shows the optimal value of the cubic phase coefficient versus the
range of interest of the depth of field. One can observe that as depth of field gets larger the optimal
value of the cubic phase coefficient gets larger too. Also note that this optimal value is symmetric
with respect to change of dol to do2 . In Fig. 2-15 we have shown D2/(8d*) versus range of interest
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Figure 2-14: Optimum cubic phase coefficient (a*) for task-based imaging. Using the range of
interest for object (do1 and do2 ), one can find the a* from this figure [Eq. (2.30)]. In this figure we
have used A = 0.55 x 10-3mm, D = 8mm and Sf, = 14 "ine-pair
mm
of depth of field. To obtain the value of d!, one may read the value of D 2 /(8d!) from Fig. 2-15,
and then evaluate d!. Note that unlike a*, the optimum value of D 2/(8di) is not symmetric with
respect to change of dol to do2 . This is due to the asymmetric nature of optimization in this Section.
This asymmetry forces the image quality not to be uniform as object moves along the desired depth
of field. Rather, it tries to keep the amount of usable information transfered from object constant.
Both of the above figures will have a tilt toward higher values of a* and D2 /(8d*) as the object
spatial frequency of interest, Sfo, increases.
2.5 Discussion
In general, two main categories of imaging systems are common photography, and task-based imag-
ing. A common challenge in either of those is to increase the depth of field. In case of photography
this increase results in a higher quality image for both the in-focus target and out-of-focus surround-
ings. The increase in the depth of field in photography is particularly important when we are dealing
with a multi-target image where the targets are at different distances from the imaging system. In
the case of task-based imaging, the robustness of the system (how well the system performs if the
target is slightly out of focus) is often directly proportional to the imaging volume; i.e. the depth
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Figure 2-15: Optimum image-plane and exit pupil distance (df) for task-based imaging. Using the
range of interest for object (do1 and do2 ), one can find the df from this figure (Eq. (2.30)). In this
figure we have used A = 0.55 x 10-3mm, D = 8mm, f = 50mm and So = 14 ine-pair.
of field of the imaging system. Thus increasing the depth of field is a critical factor. Pupil function
engineering is capable of increasing the depth of field of an imaging system. However, optimal design
of the right pupil function engineering element for a particular system is often a challenge. In this
Chapter, for the first time, we have solved this design problem analytically for the particular case
of a cubic phase element. Equations (2.14) and (2.15) provide us with the general solution for the
generic problem of photography and Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) provide us with the general solution for
the generic problem of task-based imaging.
Note that in case of photography the MTF is almost symmetric around the plane of best focus.
As the object reaches either end of the depth of field of interest, the MTF reaches its equal minimum
at either of these two ends. In fact our optimization maximizes this minimum by choosing the right
cubic phase element. For instance, in the case of the sample problem of Section 2.3, the worst-case
MTFe is 0.10.
However in task-based imaging the MTF is neither symmetric around the best focus, nor do we
have the highest MTF at the original best focus. In fact in this case refocusing has removed the
symmetry so that we have equal MTFe at both ends of the desired depth of field at the maximum
spatial frequency of interest. Obviously this maximum spatial frequency of interest decreases as the
object moves toward the imaging system, and thus the MTF at the near field does not need to be
as high as the MTF of the far field. As previously explained, the amount of usable information
transfered from the object to the detective device is equal at both ends. Our optimization has
maximized this minimum usable information which is transfered at both ends of the depth of field
of interest. For instance in the case of the sample problem of Section 2.4, the worst case MTFe is
0.11.
Note the difference between the problems solved in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. If one wants to use the
sample uniform image quality imaging system in Section 2.3 for the sample task-based job in Section
2.4, the worst case MTF would be reduced from 0.11 to 0.10. If one does the reverse, then the worst
case MTF is reduced from 0.10 to 0.06. This shows how the system in each case is optimized to do
the particular job of interest.
When the design constraints exceed the diffraction limit, the expression for the optimal cubic-
phase coefficient becomes a complex value. This can be used as a test of the feasibility of a particular
optical design.
Another interesting result which is revealed by this optimization concerns the worst-case MTF
in the task-based imaging problem. Although it is expected that moving the image plane changes
the worst-case MTF, Eq. (2.30) states that changing the image plane has no effect on the worst-case
MTF. The wrong intuition regarding the change of worst-case MTF is because of the magnification
change resulting from moving the image plane. Indeed, one might expect that an increase in mag-
nification would call for larger ranges of spatial frequencies of interest for the MTF, thus decreasing
the worst-case MTF. However, as it can be seen in Eq. (2.30) one can change the value of the focal
length to compensate for that. Intuitively, this fact can be seen as a result of the change of the
diffraction limited spatial frequency of the system due to the change of the image plane.
Using our optimal results, the process of pupil function engineering is facilitated enormously.
This is not only because now one can get the optimal solution instantly rather than doing a lengthy
numerical optimization, but also because now there is an analytic proof that we have reached the
approximate global optimum. Note that, although the optimal results presented in this Chapter
are based on approximations, we can easily bound the results as near-optimal solution based on our
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Figure 2-16: Graphical representation of the optimum cubic coefficient (uniform quality imaging
problem). This figure is plotted using the optical system specifications provided Table 2.1. It shows
how numerical optimization is in accordance with our analytical optimization. The optimum a from
the figure is 4.65A whereas analytical optimization has shown a* = 4.60A. This difference is the
result of the approximations performed in Appendices B, C and D.
accuracy analysis in Appendix B. Roughly speaking, we are not too far from exact global optimum.
For instance Fig. 2-16 shows the graph of the MTF (a) for the sample problem of Section 2.3. It
could be read from this graph that the exact optimum value of a is 4.65A as opposed to 4.60A that we
got in Section 2.3. However as it can be seen in this graph, the actual optimum value of the MTFe
is almost constant for some range of values of a. This means that within a small interval close to the
approximation value, a slight error in the value of a has little effect on the system performance. As
another example, by carefully looking at the solid-line graph in Fig. 2-13 one can see that although
Eq. (2.22) holds for approximate MTF (MTFa2), it is not satisfied for the exact MTF (MTFe).
A slight change in the value of optimum W;o can solve this problem. Thus, these final trims of the
optimum value are recommended before using our results for actual design purposes.
In the case of the problem presented in Section 2.3, a good policy is to inspect the values of a
close to the one given by Eq. (2.14) in order to find the exact optimum. In the case of task-based
imaging, one should first inspect the value of W;o given by Eq. (2.23) [or di through Eqs. (2.21)
and (2.23)] and find the corresponding exact optimum for which Eq. (2.22) holds. The next step in
task-based imaging is to find the exact optimum value of a by inspecting the values close to that of
Eq. (2.30).
Another important result in this Chapter is the presentation of an analytical approximated
expression for the MTF of an imaging system. Needless to say, having an analytical expression for
the MTF speeds up its calculation regardless of the purpose of the calculation. Possible future uses
of this expression include but are not limited to image processing, optimization of more complicated
merit functions and analysis of the ambiguity function of defocused imaging systems.
Chapter 3
Point Spread Function
In this Chapter we introduce a new method for analyzing the diffraction integral for evaluating the
point spread function. The new method is based on the use of higher order Airy functions along
with Zernike and Taylor expansions. Our approach is applicable when we are considering a finite,
arbitrary number of aberrations and arbitrarily large defocus simultaneously. We present an upper
bound for the complexity and the convergence rate of this method. We also compare the cost and
accuracy of this method to traditional ones and show the efficiency of our method through these
comparisons. In particular, we rigorously show that this method is constructed in a way that the
complexity of the analysis (i.e the number of terms needed for expressing the light disturbance)
does not increase as either of defocus or resolution of interest increases. This has applications in
several fields that use pupil function engineering such as biological microscopy, lithography and
multi-domain optimization in optical systems.
3.1 Introduction
The importance of studying the effects of aberrations and defocus on the basis of diffraction theory
is very well understood [31] and recent new applications of it, such as biological microscopy [32],
lithography [33] and multi-domain optimization techniques in optical systems [18, 20], which need
high resolution and accurate value of the point spread function, have called for a more comprehensive
study. For instance, recent articles have reported the use of intentionally added aberrations for
making more sophisticated optical systems [21, 18]. Further steps in this direction require a more
involved analysis of the diffraction integral in the presence of aberrations and defocus, in order to
simplify the process of evaluating the point spread function.
Solving the diffraction integral to find an analytical form for the field distribution on the image
plane depends crucially on the defocus and aberration factors. The original Nijboer-Zernike approach
for this purpose can only lead to a reasonable approximation when the wavefront deviation due to
aberrations and defocus remains within a few radians [31]. Also, even when aberrations and defocus
factors are small, but many of them coexist, the Nijboer-Zernike method becomes substantially more
complex [31].
Recently, extensions of the original Nijboer-Zernike method have been developed in order to make
it applicable to larger values of defocus and aberrations. These expansions lead to a representation
of the point spread function whose complexity (i.e. number of terms needed for expressing the point
spread function) increases at least linearly with defocus [4, 5, 6, 7].
We present a new method for attacking the diffraction integral problem. Our method provides
an expansion for the point spread function with reduced complexity. In particular, the number
of terms for expressing the point spread function is uniformly bounded on defocus. This result is
demonstrated through rigorous mathematical bounds on the accuracy of the calculated point spread
function. Our main result is the following expansion for the point spread function h:
h(x, y; xo, yo) =• Anm Jn + (R) cos[m(e + 0o)],R
n,m
where Jn+1 (R) is the (n + 1)th order first kind Bessel function, (x,y) and (xo, yo) are Cartesian
coordinate systems at the image and object planes respectively, RZO is a polar coordinate system
related to those two coordinate systems and roL0o is the polar coordinate system in the object
plane. The coefficients Anm are polynomials of the aberration constants and of the defocus coeffi-
cient multiplied by a factor that is exponential on the defocus coefficient. Functions JR) used in
the expansion are denoted higher order Airy functions. Our method for developing the above repre-
sentation for h is novel and requires a sequence of Taylor and Zernike expansions. The expansions
are combined so as to capture the physics of diffraction with a circular aperture. Furthermore, by
using the Schwarzschild's representation of the wavefront error, we facilitate the process of investi-
gating the effect of change of aberrations (e.g. primary aberrations) on the defocused point spread
function.
In other point spread function expansions in the literature, usually the undefocused wavefront
error is represented using Zernike basis functions. This makes evaluation of the point spread function
with explicit values for a set of aberrations particularly straightforward [4, 5, 6, 7]. On the other
hand, investigating the effect of change of aberrations (e.g. primary aberrations) on the defocused
point spread function using these methods is more complicated [5]. This is because one needs to
first expand the aberration of interest (e.g. primary aberrations) using Zernike basis functions.
Our expansion for the point spread function exhibits several desirable properties. It can be used
to evaluate the point spread function for systems with an arbitrary number of aberrations. It is
also computationally tractable and numerically stable over all ranges of defocus values. By taking
advantage of the closed-form solution, the diffraction integral may be evaluated within any arbitrary
resolution using our expansion. We show that, even though exact representation of h involves an
infinite summation of polynomials A'nm of infinite degree, the number of terms and polynomial degree
required to achieve a prescribed accuracy scale gracefully with the system parameters. Specifically,
we establish an explicit bound showing that, in order to achieve an accuracy of e, the required
number of terms grows linearly with the values of aberrations except for defocus, the maximum
value of R of interest and log ., and is independent of the remaining parameters of the system. This
means that unlike previous methods [4, 5, 6], the complexity of our expansion does not increase as
defocus increases. Furthermore, numerical experiments confirm the analytical results obtained.
In the next Section we formally state the problem; this includes the basic assumptions for deriving
the diffraction integral and the general aberration form. In Section 3.3, we present the main result
which is the general form for the point spread function. There, we consider the most general
representation for aberration functions and defocus. In Section 3.4, we analyze the general result
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Figure 3-1: Schematic view of the optical system under consideration.
when all primary aberrations and defocus are simultaneously present. In this Section, we also present
some examples of point spread function in the case of primary aberrations. In Section 3.5, we analyze
the complexity of our method. We present an upper bound for the number of terms and degree of
polynomials required in the expansion of h in order to achieve a prescribed accuracy. In Section 3.6,
we compare the cost and accuracy of this method to traditional ones and show the efficiency of our
method through these comparison. In Appendices F and G, we present a detailed derivation of our
method. In Appendix H we present the complexity proofs.
3.2 The Optical Point Spread Function
In this Section, we introduce the point spread function (PSF). Figure 3-1 shows the configuration
of an arbitrary optical system in the object plane, image plane and pupil plane for computing the
PSF. We assume that the usual Sommerfeld-Kirchhoff assumptions hold, and that the chromatic
aberrations are negligible. The PSF h is used to calculate the image disturbance Q caused by a
monochromatic coherent plane wave illumination in an arbitrary plane parallel to the exit pupil in
the presence of an object P. In particular, at each point (x, y) on the image plane, we have
((x, y) = J h(x, y; xo, yo) P(xo, Yo) dxo dyo, (3.1)
where .A is the whole object domain in the object plane.
The PSF h can be further specified as follows: Consider a point source of monochromatic light
P and find the disturbance in an arbitrary point Q in space, assuming a circular aperture of radius
a. Let (x0 , yo) denote the ray entrance Cartesian coordinates on the object plane at distance Sp
from the entrance pupil and let roLo 0 represent the respective polar coordinates. According to
Huygens-Fresnel principle [31], the disturbance at an arbitrary point (x, y) (or in polar coordinates
rL/) on the image plane at distance SQ from the exit pupil is
h(x, y; xo, yo) = C ei k w(p,O,ro,o)eiRp cos (0-e)p dp dO. (3.2)
The image plane is not necessarily the Gaussian image plane, which is at distance Sc of the lens.
In this formulation, p and 0, which are integration variables, are polar coordinates in the exit pupil
plane. Coordinates R and 8 are polar equivalents of the point (u, v), which is related to (xo, Yo)
and (x, y) according to
u = -ka ± , (3.3)
v = -ka -- + 4 (3.4)
r2 2 o+ yO2 + Sp 2 , (3.5)
s, = 2 + Y2 + SQ2,  (3.6)
where k = 21r/A is the wave number. The wavefront error, w, is the deviation of the wavefront from
the Gaussian reference sphere in the exit pupil. It includes all aberrations and defocus terms.
It can be shown that the coefficient C in Eq. (3.2) is [31]
i k cos(S)
C 21rr's' (3.7)
where 6 is defined as the acute angle which satisfies
) (xo + X ) 2 + (yo + y)2tan(6) = (3.8)
SNote tha  C is bounded Sin the whole r gion f integration as
Note that C is bounded in the whole region of integration as
ICQ < k (3.9)2irISp|SQI|
Thus, to attack the main problem of finding an analytic solution to the diffraction integral, we
may neglect the coefficient C in Eq. (2), and define h, the normalized PSF, as
h(x, y; xo, yo) = - ei k w(p,ro,ro)eiRp cos (0-) p dO. (3.10)
3.2.1 Schwarzschild's Aberration Coefficients
In general, in terms of optical path length, w is a function of the source coordinates (roL¢o) and
the pupil coordinates (pLO). The particular dependence of w on these four variables depends on the
properties of the optical systems under consideration. For a rotational symmetric optical system, it
is easy to show that w is only a function of 0 - 0o rather than 0 and 0o independently. Furthermore,
since the analysis of the point spread function is done for a particular object point (i.e. the integrals
in Eq. (3.2) are over p and 0), we are not interested in the particular dependence of w on ro at
this point. Thus, we are left with only two sets of variables, namely p and 0 - q0 . Now considering
the fact that w is in fact the deviation of the wavefront from the Gaussian reference sphere, using
perturbation theory, Schwarzschild has shown that we can express w as [34]
w(p, , ro, o) = z fnm(ro)P21+m Osm( - o). (3.11)
l,m=O
Note that when the wavefront is close to the Gaussian reference sphere this representation of the
wavefront error requires the minimum number of terms for a prescribed accuracy for representing w.
Also note that in Eq. (3.11), we have only shown the dependence of w on ro in the functional form
fi,m(ro). As explained before, this is because we are not interested in the particular form of fl,m.
The functions fi,m are referred to as the aberration coefficients. The particular form of fi,m depends
on the optical system configuration and properties. The dimension of the aberration coefficient fl,m
is L 21+m - 1 , where L refers to length dimension. Note that this dimension for aberration coefficients
ensures that the dimension for wavefront error w is length as expected from its definition. Note that
in practice it is often sufficient to consider the first five terms for aberrations, referred to as primary
aberrations ((1, m) E (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0))).
Following Schwarzschild's analysis [34], we have
nab
w(p, , ro, o) = E {fL,,M (ro) (a p)2L [ap cos(O - Oo)]M' , (3.12)j=1
In Eq. (3.12), nab is the total number of aberrations under consideration. Note that the particular
value of Lj and Mj identifies the type of aberration which j is referring to. In particular fi,o or DF
is referred to as the defocus coefficient. We treat defocus separately in order to make the complexity
of the expansion independent of defocus. The particular functional form of defocus is given by:
1(1 1) (3.13)AL1,M, (ro) = fi,o(ro) = DF = (i-. . (3.13)
Comparing Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) one notes that we have replaced p with ap in Eq. (3.12), where
a is the aperture radius. This is done to keep p, the exit pupil's radial coordinate, in normalized
form.
If we seek the point spread function of a known optical system, the numerical evaluation of
the aberration coefficients becomes important. The numerical value of the aberration coefficients
are usually found using ray tracing packages (like Zemax); however for simple optical systems,
geometrical analysis could be performed to find the exact value of the aberration coefficients. In
general if have a set of data points for w, using a standard curve fitting method we can find the
aberration coefficients. Having a set accuracy and limited data points, we only consider a finite
number of terms in the expression of w.
An important application of having an expression for PSF is in pupil function engineering design
[21, 18, 20, 131. There, since the goal is to find the appropriate set of intentionally induced aber-
rations, there is no need to evaluate the aberration coefficients using a set of data points. In fact
in that case, aberration coefficients are determined through the pupil function engineering process
using the proposed expansion for PSF. We find the total wavefront error using Eq. (3.12). Then we
fabricate our pupil function engineering element such that it induces the corresponding wavefront
error in the system.
In this Chapter we develop an expansion for h in terms of polynomials, in the presence of
aberrations and defocus. The expansion involves an infinite sum of polynomials, but we show that,
for any given accuracy, only a finite number of terms is required.
3.3 The PSF Expansion for Arbitrary Wavefront Errors and
Defocus
We now present a general expression for the PSF as an expansion in terms of higher order Airy
functions. We define the nth order Airy function as
n h order Airy function = Jn+(R)
R
where Jn+1 is the (n + 1)th order first kind Bessel function.
We represent the PSF as a sum of polynomials of the aberration and defocus coefficients. In
this Section, finitely many of the aberration terms in Schwarzschild's analysis are considered. In
practice, however, only a few of those (usually the primary aberrations) are of real importance. We
illustrate application of our result in one such case in the next Section.
Our proposed expansion is of the form
h(x, y; xo, Yo) = n-,n6Anm cos [m(E + 0)] +(R) , (3.14)
n=O m=O
where 3j, 6i and the coefficients Anm are given by Eqs. (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) respectively.
0{ = 
if i is even,
otherwise.
if i = 0,
otherwise.
Anm = 2mn-1
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)D ON SkN •().
(N,D)ERm
Rm is a set of pairs of vectors N = [N2 , N3, ... Nnb] and scalars D defined as
( )nab (m + 2k)!nm = (N, D) I (M N) = m + 2k, D = 22kk!(m + k)!'; k, Nj c .
j=2
(3.18)
where Mj is the proper parameter used in the definition of the jth aberration as in Eq. (3.12) and
N is the set of natural numbers. Function Sm kN ( ) is given by
S,.kN(r)= 2i nJ ' R(P)p•kN+1dp,
jEXi
(3.19)
where R'(p) is the Zernike polynomial introduced in Appendix F, and we have
3j = ik fLj,Mj(ro)a 2L +Mi
JEX2 N
kN = Z(2Lj + Mj)Nj,
jEX2
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
X1 = {j I Mj , j= 1,...,nab}, (3.23)
X2 = {jI Mj=0, j= 1,...,nab}, (3.24)
X3 = {jIMj = 0, ji = 2,..., nab}. (3.25)
Note that p/ can be considered as the final aberration coefficient. It is a dimensionless variable.
This removes any confusion in expressing its value. In particular, 01, the final defocus coefficient,
is also a dimensionless quantity. In some literature a 2f 1 ,0 = a2DF is referred to as the defocus
coefficient. Note that a2DF has a dimension of length and may be expressed in micrometers,
number of wavelengths or simply meters.
A derivation of the expressions above can be found in Appendix F. Note that SnkN (3) is defined
implicitly in Eq. (3.19), requiring computation of an integral. An explicit expression for the integral,
which is based on a Taylor expansion of efli 2 Lj (for j E X3), can be found in Appendix G. The
derivation is tedious but relatively straightforward. It follows from this expansion that SmkN (1) can
be expressed as a polynomial of aberration constants 0 multiplied by a factor that is exponential on
the defocus coefficient.
The number of terms in the summation in Eq. (3.14) and the degree of the polynomials used
to express SkN (/3) are infinite. However, in Section 3.5 we show that, for any desired accuracy e,
a finite truncation of Eq. (3.14) as well as finite-degree polynomials for Anm in Eq. (3.17) suffice
for an appropriate approximation to h; i.e. Eq. (3.14) converges to Eq. (3.10). We give an explicit
bound on the number of terms and degree required and we show that they scale gracefully with the
systems parameters and e. This will be realized by giving an upper bound for n in Eq. (3.14) as well
as an upper bound for every Nj in Eq. (3.18). Note that a bound on Nj will determine the number
of terms of Taylor expansion of epjp2 Lj+M3 [cos(0--O)]Mj which have been used in our expansion.
In the next Section we illustrate some of the applications of this expansion through examples.
3.4 Examples
In this Section we consider the primary (Seidel) aberrations and defocus (nab = 5):
ika 2L+ M fL,M(ro) =
(L,M)=(1,0) Defocus and Field Curvature,
(L,M)=(2,0) Spherical Aberration,
(L,M)=(0,1) Distortion,
(L,M)=(0,2) Astigmatism,
(L,M)=(1,1) Coma,
where for simplicity (xo, yo) is assumed to be (0,0). Note that all the final primary aberration
coefficients, 'y1... y5, are dimensionless. Substituting in Eq. (3.17) we have
n+l
Anm - 2n1i" X
SN 3 N4 ,N 5
(N,D)EmD I[ 3 !N4 !N5! mgN3+2N4 +3N (1, 72)] ,
Nm = {(N,D) = (N3 , N 4, N5 , D) I
(m + 2k)!N 3 +2N 4 + N 5 = m + 2k, D = k)!; k,N 3 ,N 4 ,N 5 E ,22kk! (m + k)!
SmN+2N4+3N 1,2) = 001 P2 2 (p) pNs+2N4+3Ns+1 dp,
S~m3+N4+N5('/, /2 = 7 ' 2+ 7 p4 R0
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
and the derivation of S can be found in Appendix G. Thus Anm is a polynomial of yi, ... , 15. It
also has one term in the form of exp('yl). Although from the above equation it seems that the order
of this polynomial is infinity, as will be explained later, once we set a target accuracy, all except for
a few terms in Anm become negligible. As it will be shown in Section 3.5, the number of necessary
terms in expression (3.27) scales favorably with the desired accuracy of the representation.
Now to evaluate the transfer function, h, we can rewrite Eq. (3.14) as
(3.26)
where
h(r1-0) = • { _n•-mAnm cos[m(O + 7r)] BrB r) (3
where B = • is obtained using Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) and by setting (xo, yo) equal to (0, 0). As an
example, the results using this method are shown in Fig. 3-2 for Br < 20. 7Y2 and '73 are zero in this
figure. Thus, we have (note that since y3 = 0, (N, D) is a three element vector)
No = (0,0,1), (2,0, ), (0, 1 ), (4,0, ), (2,1, ), (0,2, ),( 2 8 8 8
5 5 5 35 35(4,1, ), (2, 2, -), (0, 3, ), (4, 2, ), (2, 3, -)
16 16 16 128 128
35 63 63 231(0,4, ), (4, 3, ) (2,4, ), (4, 4,231 )128 256 256 1024
R11
R12
(3.31)
= {(3,4,1)},
= {(4, 4,1)},
and Rm = {} otherwise (where we have assumed Nj < Nj = 4). This means that A,m is zero for
m > 12. Also in this special case, Eq. (3.29) reduces to
S k' (O1) = E Cn(2+m21+ 
) n - 21 + k
1=02 2
1 - e('n ( )ji
j=0
where C7m is defined
(-1)1(n - 1)!
1! l[(n + m)/2 - 1]![(n - m)/2 - 1]!
(3.32)
(3.33)
.30)
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Figure 3-2: Contour plot of the modulus of PSF, Ihi,
(normalized to 100).
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3.5 Complexity Analysis
In this Section we analyze the complexity of our representation of the PSF. Specifically, we show
rigorously that within a confined region of space (i.e. the exit window) the PSF can be expressed
within any arbitrary accuracy, using a finite number of terms in Eq. (3.14) regardless of the value of
defocus and desired resolution (note that by resolution, we mean the shortest distance between two
points where we are interested to evaluate PSF). This means that, as we increase the resolution of
interest or as we change the defocus, the number of necessary terms within the prescribed accuracy
do not change. This is of great importance in many practical cases where numerical simulation fails
to generate the PSF within the required resolution and accuracy in a reasonable time. This issue is
revisited in the next Section.
Considering a desired accuracy, the complexity of the expansion in Eq. (3.14) depends on three
factors: (i) The maximum index of summation, n*, considered in Eq. (3.14). (ii) The number, N*,
of terms in the summation considered in Eq. (3.14); this number is O ((n*)2). (iii) The degree of
polynomials involved in the expressions of Anm in Eq. (3.17). These polynomials are at most on
the order of Nj* on Oj, the jth aberration coefficient, when Nj 5 Nj* in Eq. (3.18). We analyze all
these three factors.
With the finite summation bound n*, and the finite polynomial order Nj* for each aberration
coefficient j3 , j = 2,..., nab, Eq. (3.14) is rewritten as
h.(x, y; o, o) = Z 5n-m6mAm cos[(E + o)] Jn+ (R) (3.34)
n=O m=O 
R
where Am is defined as
n + 1 (mo,Amr 2m-1 e D 3N S7kN, (0) (3.35)
(N,D)ENR
and *• and Sm kN (P) are defined as
n•b (m + 2k)! .Rm = (N,D) | (MjNj) = m + 2k, D = 22kk( m + k)!; NJ N, k, Nj E Af , (3.36)Sj=22 2 k!(m+k)!
k (n-m )/2 .1 2 (1p2Lj)NjN = en lL (/p 2 Li)gN pn--2+kN+1 dp. (3.37)
1=0 jEx3 Nj=O j
Note that the only difference in the definition of Rm and SmkN (/)* and Rm and S"kN (W) is that Nj
is bounded by NJ in Rm and SkN (7,)
As the accuracy of interest in Eq. (3.34) increases, the upper bounds for n and Nj, i.e. n* and
Nj, should also increase. The change of these bounds as the desired accuracy in Eq. (3.34) changes
is an expression of complexity of our expansion. Theorem 3.5.1 provides us with such an expression,
and is our main result in this Section.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let e, nab and R* be arbitrary and let
n* > max (5, eR* + 1, 21og2 e(2e- l)frre '
and
Nj* > max (4, 2e I + 1, log2  nab (1 R*4/ 3)Sir(2e - 1)e
for all j = 2,..., nab. Then we have
Ih(x, y; xo, yo) - hn.(x, y; Xo, yo)l < E
for all x, y, zo, Yo such that the corresponding value of R is less than or equal to R*.
Theorem 3.5.1 provides an upper bound on the minimum necessary number of terms in Eqs.
(3.34) and (3.35) and proves that it is finite. In fact, numerical simulations in practice suggest that
on average even fewer terms may suffice. A proof of Theorem 3.5.1 along with an intuitive discussion
about it can be found in Appendix H.
We have shown that any arbitrary accuracy of the light disturbance in the circle of R < R* can be
achieved with a sufficiently large finite value of n* and Njs. Theorem 3.5.1 states that as the radius
of the region of interest, R*, increases, the maximum necessary index of summation in Eq. (3.34),
n*, increases linearly with R*. It also indicates that the maximum necessary index of summation
in Eq. (3.34), n*, increases proportionally to log ., where e is the accuracy of approximation. We
can also see that the maximum necessary index of summation in Eq. (3.35) (as stated in Eqs.
(3.36) and (3.37)), Nf, or in other words, the maximum order of 3j in the expression of coefficients
Anm, increases linearly with the corresponding aberration coefficient IP jl and log 1, where E is the
accuracy of approximation. The log ( dependence of n* and Nj on the accuracy (E) confirms the
fast convergence of this method.
Considering the above analysis, we conclude that when we are interested in the disturbance in
a confined region, we only need to consider a few terms in Eq. (3.14). Now we can move on to the
second factor, i.e. N*. To find the total number of terms necessary for a desired accuracy, we recall
that Eq. (3.14) has the structure of Zernike polynomials; i.e. n > m, n, m > 0, and n - m =even.
Using elementary number theory, one can conclude that the total number of necessary terms in Eq.
(3.14) is
N* [n* + 2J [n* + 2 (338)
Apparently, the number of terms in Anm depends on Nm and Skm N(,), which both in turn
depend on the value of Njs. This is due to the Taylor expansion that we have used. Using the
analysis in Appendix F and the values of Nj, we can determine the complexity of the Anm. The
coefficients Anm are polynomials of the aberration constants of order no more than Nj for each
particular aberration coefficient. The coefficients Anm also depend on the defocus coefficient both
in the form of rational polynomial of order no more than 1 + (n + m)/2 + ECx4 Nj* and in the
form of exp(, 1 ), where X4 is given by Eq. (3.39). Hence, it is clear that increasing defocus does not
increase the complexity of coefficients Anm in a confined region of interest.
X4 = {j Lj 40, j= 2,...,nab} (3.39)
The above analysis gives us a comprehensive understanding of an upper bound on the complexity
of calculating the light disturbance within the exit window R*. These bounds are representative of
the worst case scenario. Numerical experiments, however, suggest that our method on average works
better than what analytical bounds suggest. For instance, for the case of R* = 40 and E = 0.001,
using Theorem 3.5.1, n* = 81, whereas experimental result suggests n* = 45. Nevertheless, Theorem
3.5.1 is the tightest theoretical bound currently available.
Performing the same experiment for different values of R* suggests that n* = [R*] + 5 suffices
for e = 0.001. Replacing n* in Eq. (3.38) by its experimental value , i.e. [R*] + 5, one can get the
following expression for the total number of necessary terms in Eq. (3.14) (or Eq. (3.34)) for an
accuracy of e = 0.001 in a desired range R*
N* = [ 22 . (3.40)
The above two equations show the necessary number of terms to express the diffraction integral
within a desired range and accuracy. This is of much greater importance when we recall that the
number of terms required in the expansion is independent of the values of aberrations and defocus
and the required resolution. In other words, regardless of the properties of the imaging system, the
above number of terms is sufficient for calculating the light disturbance in the image plane. For
instance for an optical system with f = 50mm, f/# = 3mm and pixel-size= 5pm, if we consider a
circle with radius of 5 pixels around each pixel and accuracy of e = 0.001, then R* is 47.5 and thus
we do not need to consider terms with n > 53 no matter how large our defocus or aberrations are
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Figure 3-3: Variation of the partial number of terms necessary with PL,M for e = 0.001 and R* = 20.
or how fine our resolution is.
We have also performed experiments for finding the minimum number of Taylor expansion terms
necessary for each aberration, Nj, for an accuracy of E = 0.001 and range of interest of R* = 20.
These results are shown in Fig. 3-3. One can notice the gap between the theoretical and experimental
bounds by comparing Theorem 3.5.1 and Fig. 3-3. For instance for 1(lP = 5, using Theorem 3.5.1
one gets Nj = 29, whereas experimental results suggest N; = 11.
Note that without considering the number of aberrations present and their range of values, we
cannot state a general result about the absolute or relative errors of Eq. (3.34) in the whole infinite
image plane, i.e when R* -- oo. For instance, when the distortion aberration coefficient (-3) is large,
the PSF peak can shift out of the exit window, causing the absolute and relative approximation errors
to increase without bound. This example is shown in Fig. 3-4.
By this complexity analysis we presented bounds on the error of our PSF representation. The
presented analytic accuracy expressions along with the performed numerical experiments can provide
us with a better vision of the behavior of our PSF representation. In other words while the numerical
experiments give us an idea of how well our method works on average, analytic accuracy expressions
provide us with a bound on the worst case scenario.
1_
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Figure 3-4: Radial variation of the modulus of PSF with and without Distortion (normalized to 2-r).
3.6 Discussions
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17) are general expressions for the study of the effect of aberrations and
defocus on PSF on the basis of diffraction theory. Two important points that are hidden in these
equations are their ability to handle high defocus cases without facing any numerical problems and
the potential of this method to consider the effect of as many aberrations as needed at the same
time as defocus. In fact any arbitrary aberration can be approximated using Eq. (3.12) and then
its effect on the imaging system will be immediately available.
This latter property is very useful in pupil function engineering [21, 18, 20, 13]. In this technique
we use general aberrated optical elements (traditionally aspheric) and digital post processing together
to increase the performance and/or decrease the cost of imaging systems.
Another important fact about this method is its fast performance compared to direct calculation.
It is often the case that direct ray tracing does not suffice for practical needs and one has to analyze
the effect of aberrations and defocus using diffraction theory. In that case, our method proves to be
very efficient. Figure 3-5 shows the time required to evaluate the PSF at 400 different points in the
image plane. It can be seen that for all values of aberrations and defocus, the time required by the
new method is significantly less. The ratio of time needed varies from 150 for zero defocus to more
than 20000 for defocus of 61 = 11424i (or a2DF = 1000mm = 1818.181A, where A is assumed to be
0.55pm). It should be noted that in all of the calculations in this figure, the accuracy has been kept
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Figure 3-5: Time required for evaluating PSF at 400 different points v.s. defocus (E = 0.1%).
at 0.1%.
It is to be noted that the traditional method mentioned in Fig. 3-5 is the direct evaluation of the
diffraction integral. It is a common practice to use fast Fourier transform (FFT) rather than direct
integration, to enhance the speed of calculation. Although the FFT method is almost invariant
to defocus and aberration coefficient values, it fails to perform well as the resolution of interest
increases. This is illustrated in Figure 3-6. There, the performance of our method and FFT are
compared as resolution of interest increases. Note that in this figure the accuracy is 10%; this is
because FFT needs too much memory and CPU time for higher accuracies.
The results shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 are direct consequences of the complexity properties of
our method. In other words, since the complexity of the method does not increase with the increase
of defocus or resolution, the time required for calculating the light disturbance does not increase
either. The detailed and concrete complexity analysis in Section 3.5 not only provides a theoretical
guarantee for the accurate performance of our method, but also presents a reliable tool for evaluating
the complexity of a particular PSF calculation task through Theorem 3.5.1.
In fact, Theorem 3.5.1 states that for any arbitrary region of interest and any arbitrary accuracy,
there exists a maximum necessary index of summation for Eq. (3.14) and maximum necessary degree
of polynomials for Eq. (3.17) which together provide us with an accurate approximation within the
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Figure 3-6: Time required for evaluating PSF v.s. resolution (E = 10%).
region of interest. This theorem also supplies an upper bound for the maximum necessary index
of summation and maximum necessary degree of polynomials. Nevertheless numerical experiments
suggest that, these bounds are representative of the worst case scenario and our method on average
works better than what analytical bounds suggest.
Note that in the derivation of our representation of PSF we have assumed a unit transmittance
pupil function. In general one may think of an imaging system with a nonuniform pupil trans-
mittance function, A(p, 9), where p and 0 are the pupil coordinates. Thus, the complexity of the
final representation of the point spread function would inevitably depend on the complexity of A [4].
Furthermore the complexity of the PSF may no longer be independent of defocus. To investigate the
effect of nonuniformity of pupil function on our representation of the point spread function remains
a part of our future work. At present, the only approaches that are able to deal with nonuniform
pupil functions exhibit complexity that increases with defocus [5, 4, 6, 7]; it remains to be seen
whether independence on defocus can be achieved.
Another interesting property of our expansion is its advantage in facilitating the process of
calculating the amplitude transfer function (ATF), optical transfer function (OTF), and modulation
transfer function(MTF) for an imaging system. This is due to elegant choice of basis functions; for
instance, to move from the the PSF domain to OTF domain, one needs to change the basis functions
- -The new method.
-The FFT method.
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only. In other words, this process does not demand any extra calculation and the coefficients that
have been calculated for PSF domain, can be used directly for other domains too.
Chapter 4
Depth of Field
We discuss the limit of depth of field extension for an imaging system using aspheric surfaces. In
particular we consider a general imaging system in the sense that it has arbitrary pupil-function phase
and present the trade-off between the depth of field of the system and the spectral signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) over an extended depth of field. In doing so we use the relation between the conservation
of ambiguity and modulation transfer function (MTF) on one hand and the relation between the
spectral SNR and MTF on the other hand. Using this, we rigorously derive the expression for the
tightest upper bound for the minimum spectral SNR, i.e. the limit of spectral SNR improvement. We
also draw the relation between our result and the conservation of brightness theorem and establish
that our result is the spectral version of the brightness conservation theorem.
4.1 Introduction
A common problem encountered in the design of imaging systems consists of finding the right balance
between the light gathering ability and the depth of field (DOF) of the system. A common metric
for the DOF is given by the Rayleigh criteria, defined as the range of deviation of the distance from
the pupil plane to the object plane that gives rise to a quarter wave of defocus [35]. However, in
many imaging systems it is more useful to define the DOF in terms of the spectral SNR defined
as the ratio between the power spectra of the relevant signal present in the image over the noise
[8]. This is the case, for example, in task-based imaging systems in which a minimum SNR level
is required within a specified range of spatial frequencies for a minimally required level of system
performance (See Chapter two). Having high SNR at the detector of an imaging system over a large
range of depths of field has been the utmost goal in many imaging system designs [8, 9, 10].
Traditionally, most of the attention in the literature has been focused on increasing the depth of
field for special problems of interest. This typically includes cases of successfully designed imaging
systems that work in an extended depth of field. Usually in these systems SNR is shown to be within
acceptable limits depending on the particular goal. There are however cases in which a subclass of
design problems (for instance, cubic-phase pupil function) are studied analytically where the limits of
extension of depth of field in terms of generic acceptable SNR is discussed more rigorously [9, 13, 14].
Nevertheless these results[9, 13] are all, to some extent, for special cases and so far the literature
has not explored the limit of extension of depth of field in general. Thus, the main question remains
unanswered: what is the limit to which one can extend the depth of field and still keep the SNR
above a required acceptance limit?
We start with a quick review of the depth of field extension methods. Traditionally (as we have
all experienced with our professional cameras) one can extend the depth of field by controlling the
aperture stop size. Albeit very simple, this method has serious drawbacks such as significantly
reducing the optical power available and the highest spatial frequency [15]. This limits the practical
use of this method to very short ranges of depth of field [16]. In 1995 E. R. Dowski and W. T. Cathey
introduced a new method for extending the depth of field called wavefront coding [17]. Wavefront
coding combines aspheric optical elements and digital signal processing to extend the depth of field
of imaging systems. In general, wavefront coding can be thought of as an example of pupil function
engineering. Because elements used in wavefront coding are typically non-absorbing phase elements,
they allow the exposure and illumination to be maintained while producing the depth of field of a
slower system [18, 19, 20]. Although numerous important industrial problems are solved using pupil
function engineering, there is no concrete statement about the extent pupil function engineering can
improve SNR over the depth of field of interest.
In this Chapter we introduce a relation between the spectral SNR and the MTF by analyzing
imaging systems. Then we establish a relation between the MTF and the ambiguity function. Using
these two relations and the concept of conservation of the ambiguity function, we derive a limit on
the amount of spectral SNR available in an imaging system. This amount, which is bounded by a
finite value, can be distributed over desired ranges of defocus. We show how our results can be used
to establish a limit on SNR improvement in extended depth of field imaging systems.
In the next Section we introduce the spectral SNR and we derive its relation with the MTF. In
Section 4.3 we introduce the relation between the ambiguity function and the modulation transfer
function. In Section 4.4 we present the main result of this Chapter: The spectral SNR conservation
law. In Section 4.5 we discuss the direct applications of our results. In particular, we present an
upper bound for the minimum spectral SNR, thus finding the limit on SNR improvement in imaging
systems with extended depth of field. In this Section, we also draw the relation between our results
and the brightness conservation theorem and interpret our result as the spectral version of this
theorem.
4.2 The Spectral Signal-to-Noise Ratio
We are interested in studying the extension of depth of field by optimizing the pupil-function phase.
For simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional imaging system with no absorption and arbitrary phase
at the pupil plane as shown in Fig. 4-1. Let P(£; c) = rect(1) exp[ik w(i; c)] be the pupil function
where - is the normalized Cartesian coordinate system in the pupil plane, c is the arbitrary vector
containing all the parameters that we tune to increase the depth of field (hence arbitrary phase), w
is the wavefront at the pupil plane and rect is as defined in Ref. [35]. We call c the design vector.
Also let W20 = [D2 /(8A)](1/do + 1/di - 1/f) be the dimensionless defocus which is normalized using
the illumination wavelength. Note that di, do and f represent the image-plane to the pupil-plane
distance, the object-plane to the pupil-plane distance, and the focal length of the imaging system,
respectively. Also, under incoherent illumination, let us call the optical power leaving the object
plane Jobj. In addition, we consider white read noise in our imaging system. This means noise
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Figure 4-1: Schematic view of the imaging system under consideration. O is the center of aperture,
Oo is the center of the object plane and 01 is the center of the image plane. Jobj is the power
leaving the object plane and Yi, is the power arriving at the image plane. Finally, D is the width
of the aperture.
power will have no spectral information.
We define the spectral SNR, as the ratio of signal power spectrum to the noise power spectrum.
This ratio has two parts: one that depends on the spatial frequency and another that does not.
The latter one is called the carrier SNR. Here, we consider our predominant noise source to be read
noise which is assumed to be spectrally white. Thus, the only spatial-frequency-dependent part of
SNR comes from the signal power spectrum. Considering this definition, the spectral SNR for an
arbitrary imaging system with an arbitrary object can be written as [8, 36]
SNR(u, 1W20 ; c) = ShRZc obj 2 (u) MTF2 (u; W20 ; c), (4.1)
where ,9bj is the normalized power spectrum of the object. Note that both J 3bj and MTF are
normalized to one and are dimensionless. These two expressions govern the spectral dependence of
SNR; here, u represents the normalized spatial frequency. Comparison of the above equation with
Eq. (15) of Ref. [8] shows that a factor of obj (u) [or R(u) with corresponding reference's notation]
is missing in Ref. [8]. Also note that in special case of task-based imaging systems, Eq. (4.1) has
another normalized term (IS(u)1 2) to account for the spatial frequencies of interest to the task at
hand. However, in general, this term could be assumed to be spectrally flat and thus neglected.
Note that SNA•Rc represents the mean SNR present over the fraction of interest of the im-
Xo
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age, averaged over all spatial frequencies. As such, it is not a function of normalized spatial fre-
quency. Also note that, in the case of imaging systems with arbitrary pupil-function phase, we have
WSfRlac = 0. This is because, change of phase of pupil function does not change the absorbance
of the imaging system. Note that for finite objects SATRC is independent of do [8]. Also, without
loss of generality we assume that all defocus in our imaging system is due to change in do; thus,
we conclude that SAfRc is also independent of defocus (OSRf~/tOW2o = 0). Further details of the
structure of the carrier SNR, SA1NRc, is covered in Section 4.5.1.
To summarize, we conclude that the dimensionless SAJCR, is independent of u, c and 1W20, but
the spectral SNR is a function of square of MTF and square of normalized power spectrum of the
object. Note that defining the spectral SNR allows to design and optimize the SNR of imaging
system more specifically and based on the range of frequencies of interest.
4.3 The Ambiguity Function and the Modulation Transfer
Function
In this Section, we introduce the ambiguity function and some of the fundamental results that has
been previously developed. Furthermore, we establish the relation between the ambiguity function
and the MTF and thus motivate how the fundamental results regarding ambiguity function can be
applied to imaging system design and analysis.
Given a signal, f(r), the ambiguity function, Af((, (), is defined as[37]
Af~,() = f(r + ý/2)f *(r - /2) exp(-2ri r) dr, (4.2)
where i = V-/7". Now we relate MTF to AF(,p), where F represents the Fourier transform operator
and P, as defined earlier, is the pupil function. It has been shown that[38, 29, 39]
7-(u; W2o; c) = -A ,(p)(4uW2o, 2u; c), (4.3)
where -F is the optical transfer function (OTF) of the imaging system and A is the area of aperture
stop, which in our one dimensional case would be the length of the aperture stop. Using the relation
between MTF and OTF [31, 35], we have
MTF(u; o20; c) = Ay(p) (4uW2 o, 2u; c) (4.4)iu; W20; c)
Note that both the ambiguity function and the MTF are two-dimensional functions of normalized
spatial frequency and defocus. In what follows we illustrate how MTF(u; W 20 ) and - JAy(P)(X,y)I
or equivalently - IAr() (rL ) are related, where
X = 4uW 2o (4.5)
y 2u,
r 2lul1 + cot2 () (4.6)
e arccot2(4uW20,2u),
where arccot2 (x, y) is the angle between the x-axis and the line that connects origin and (x, y) in the
x - y plane. Now, to span values of MTF for a particular spatial frequency over all values of defocus
one needs to move along the horizontal line that intersects the y-axis at y = 2u, where u is the
normalized spatial frequency of interest. By the same token, to span values of MTF for a particular
defocus over all values of spatial frequency one needs to move along the line y = X/(2W20 ). This line
passes through the origin and makes angle 4 with the X-axis. It is crucial to understand that there
is a one-to-one relation between each pair of (u; W20) and (X, Y) [or (rL/)], where u, W 20, X, Y E R,
r E [0, 00) and 0 E [0, 27r). Also it should be noted that the pair of (u; W20) neither makes a
Cartesian nor polar basis for MTF considering the way MTF is shown by the ambiguity function.
Rather (u; W20 ) is related to each of these descriptions through Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6).
Now, considering the ambiguity function Af((, () Afy(pLO) and using the concept of conserva-
tion of ambiguity [40], we have
j IA(i( )I2 d*d( = fAy(pL/O) pdpdO= [E(f)]2 , (4.7)
where 8(f) stands for the energy of signal f and is defined as
() = f (r) f *(r)dr. (4.8)
Now using Parseval's theorem [41] we have
E = f {f(r)} F If (r) dT. (4.9)
4.4 Conservation of the Spectral Signal-to-Noise Ratio
In this Section we introduce the concept of conservation of the spectral SNR. In particular we find
the sum of all received power in the image plane as a spectrally flat object moves along the depth
of field. We show that, this sum is finite except at zero spatial frequency. We also prove that,
this sum does not change as the phase of the pupil function changes. This is what we refer to as
the conservation of the spectral SNR. Finally we derive a similar result for the spectral SNR of an
arbitrary object (as opposed to a spectrally flat object).
As opposed to an arbitrary object, we define a spectrally flat object as follows.
Definition 4.4.1. A spectrally flat object is defined as any object whose reflected optical power are
independent of the normalized spatial frequency. (8Jobj-i/,/u = 0).
It immediately follows that 4obj-i(u) = 1. The main result of this Chapter is presented in the
following Theorem.
Theorem 4.4.1. Let SNRi = SNRi(u, W20; c) be the spectral signal-to-noise ratio of an arbitrary
imaging system with a spectrally flat object. Also let,
C(u, c) = SNRi (u, W20 ; c) dW 20 .
Then we have
6C(u, c)
Oc
and
C(u; c) = SAfTR 1-ul rect -
Theorem 4.4.1 states that the amount of spectral SNR for an arbitrary imaging system with a
spectrally flat object over all values of defocus cannot be changed with the change of phase of pupil
function. The following corollary immediately follows from Theorem 4.4.1.
Corollary 4.4.1. Let SNR = SNR(u, W 20 ; c) be the signal-to-noise ratio of an arbitrary imaging
system with arbitrary object. Then we have
SNR(u, W20 ; c) dW20 < C(u, c).
Before proving the above claims, we present the following Lemma which in itself reveals an
interesting property of MTF of an arbitrary imaging system.
Lemma 4.4.1. For the modulation transfer function of any arbitrary imaging system, we have
f MTF 2 (u; W20 ; c) dW 20  1 rect( ).oo W8 Jul 2
Proof:
We start with the left-hand side of the Lemma 4.4.1. Let us call the left-hand side D(u; c), then
for u > 0 we have
I(u; c) = MTF2 (u; 20; c) dW20  (4.10)
-- OO
-
21 I A'r(p) (4uW2 , 2u; c) dW20T2 foo
S 4uA2Ji A F(p)(, ;c)I d(
= 4uA 2  I-(-a {Ay'(p)((,;c)}I 2 da
S4UP A2+ ; c P* (a - ; c 2 da
- 4u2 rect + rect 
- da4U2 -oo 0 2 4 (2 4)
= (1 - Jul) rect (
2uA 2  2
= 1-u8 rect() -.8u (u 2)
The second equality follows from Eq. (4.4). The third equality follows from change of variable:
((, ) - (4uW20, 2u). The fourth equality follows from Parseval's Theorem. The fifth equality
follows from the definition of the ambiguity function in Eq. (4.2). The sixth equality follows from
the expression for the pupil function in Section 4.2. The seventh equality follows from performing
the integration over a and using C = 2u. The last equality follows from the fact that we are working
with one-dimensional and normalized Cartesian coordinate system and thus A = 2. Using the same
method it can be shown that for u < 0 we have
=1 -I|U(u; c) = rect -) . (4.11)
-8u 2
Considering the fact that MTF(u = 0; W20; c) = 1, it is clear that c(u = 0; c) = oo. Thus we
have
1-lul (U)
8(u; c)= rect - , (4.12)
for all u.
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1: We directly evaluate C(u, c) and show that it is independent of c.
Substituting Eq. (4.1) in the equation of C(u, c), we have
C(u, c) = S C obj-i 2(u) MTF 2 (u; 2; c) dW20. (4.13)
Note that SAR•c is independent of defocus and spatial frequency for an ideal imaging system.
Furthermore Jobj-i = 1 by definition. Thus we have
00
C(u, c) = SAfc MTF2 (u; W20 ; c) dW20 . (4.14)
Now using Lemma 4.4.1 we have
C(u; c) =S.AfrZc rect - . (4.15)
Theorem 4.4.1 immediately follows by considering the fact that C is not a function of c.
Proof of Corollary 4.4.1: Considering the fact that the spectral SNR is a power spectrum ratio
and therefore, always positive; and, in general, 0 < #obj < 1 = ,obj-i, Corollary 4.4.1 immediately
follows.
4.5 Discussion
In this Section we review the implications of our results. In Section 4.5.1 we derive the limit of
extension of the depth of field using pupil function engineering. In doing so, we also discuss how this
limit may be evaluated in practice. In particular we discuss the calculation of SAfR,, and its main
components. In Section 4.5.2 we discuss the relation between our result and the fundamental theorem
of conservation of the brightness. In particular, we establish that our result can be thought of as the
spectral version of the brightness conservation theorem. We discuss how our result regarding the
conservation of the spectral SNR can clarify some of the ambiguity of the brightness conservation
theorem.
4.5.1 Limit of Extension of Depth of Field
The main result of this Section is shown in Eq. (4.16). Here, SNR(u) is the the tightest upper
bound for minimum spectral SNR, i.e. the limit of spectral SNR improvement. Given, a particular
problem specification, designers can easily and promptly evaluate the limit of SNR improvement for
a particular depth of field of interest. Alternatively, designers can calculate the maximum depth of
field possible, given a required minimum spectral SNR.
Eo2 T 2  )2 et2ff2p41 u rect U
SNR(u) = rect -_._(4.rc)D2 + 4di2  hv mRN2  lul 2 A1 (4.16)d,
Theorem 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.1 state that all pupil function engineering does is to redefine
the distribution of spectral SNR among different defocus values. This is because in practice, the
total amount of available spectral SNR is limited; i.e. C(u; c) is finite. To see this, we rewrite Eq.
(4.15)
1-lul | u\C(u) = SA/Jc rect I- . (4.17)8 Jul 2
Note that, taking into account Theorem 4.4.1, we have only shown the functionality of C with
respect to spatial frequency, i.e. C(u). References [8, 42, 43] provides a comprehensive treatment of
carrier SNR, S/R~c. Carrier SNR depends on illumination, imaging system absorbance and detector
noise amongst other things,
SNRc = E02 2 D2 2 2 24 (4.18)
D2+4di2  hv mRN2  (4.18)
where Eo is the illumination irradiance, T is the mean power transmission through the imaging
system accounting for optical power loss (usually assumed to be unity), et is the exposure time, ff
is the detector array fill factor, p is the pixel pitch and mRN is the number of read noise electrons.
Now, substituting the expression for SJN•RZ in Eq. (4.17), we have
2 2 D 2  r] 2 e2 2 4C(u) = E02 T2  2rect -f . (4.19)D 2 + 4d 2  h mRN 2  8 Mu 2/
Calculating the actual value of C(u) using Eq. (4.19) is straight forward. Note that Eq. (4.19)
consists of three parts. The first part, E0 2 T 2 D2 /(D 2 + 4di2 ), represents light collecting capacity of
the imaging system. This part shows the power per area that enters the imaging system. The second
part, [r7/(h v)] 2 (et2ff 2p 4)/(mRN2 ), represents the detecting capacity of the imaging system. This
part shows the amount of carrier SNR delivered by the imaging system per unit of power per area.
The last part, (1 - Jul)/(8 lul) rect (u/2), represents the normalized spatial frequency dependence of
C(u). In other words, it shows the spectral behavior of C(u).
One way to think of C(u) is to consider it as the area under the plot of spectral SNR when it is
plotted as a function of defocus. This description of C(u) forms the basis for evaluating the limit
on SNR improvement in imaging systems with extended depth of field.
The tightest upper bound for minimum spectral SNR, i.e. the limit of spectral SNR improvement,
SNR(u), can be obtained by considering a rectangle whose length, width and area are the range of
defocuses of interest (which is directly related to the range of depths of field of interest), SNR(u),
and C(u), respectively. Then, SNR(u) is
C(u)SNR(u) - _ (4.20)
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Figure 4-2: Plot of spectral SNR as a function of defocus.
See Figure 4-2 for details. Substituting the expressions for W20 and C(u) in Eq. (4.20), we have
SNR(U) E2 T2  ) et2ff2p4 1-IUI rect (2 )_
D2 + 4d2 mRN2 I 2 d (4.21)
which is the desired result.
4.5.2 The Brightness Conservation Theorem
Consider the imaging system shown in Fig. 4-1 and a spectrally flat object. Also assume this system
only has white Gaussian noise. We can find the total transferable SNR from the object volume to
the image plane by
Tsn = SNR(W20)dW 2o
= c1 f Pi(W20) A (W20 ) •2i(W 20 ) dW20 ,
(4.22)
where SNR is the conventional signal-to-noise ratio (note the difference between SNR and SNR(u), the
spectral signal-to-noise ratio), cl is the proportionality constant, Pi is the image brightness, Ai is
I
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the image area and Qi represents the solid angle. Index i refers to the image when the object is at a
location for which defocus is W20 . If we assume the object volume is produced by a one-dimensional
object moving in the whole depth of field then the brightness of object remains constant. Using the
conservation of the brightness theorem we conclude that image brightness in the above integral is
constant and can be taken out of the integration (conservation of the brightness theorem tells us
that the power per area per solid angle, i.e. brightness of object is equal in the object plane to the
brightness of image in the image plane) [31]. Thus, we have
Tsn = ciPi Ai(W 20) Qi(W20) dW20 (4.23)
= 00.
where the second equality follows from simple geometric arguments. Equation 4.23 states that if
a one-dimensional object moves from do = 0 to do = oo00, the summation of all measured power in
the image plane is infinity. Also, clearly one can see that change of the phase of the pupil function
neither changes this fact nor the amount of this summation.
Recalling the definition of C(u) in Theorem 4.4.1, one notices that C(u) looks at the transferable
amount of SNR at a particular spatial frequency over the whole object volume. This clearly explains
the physical meaning of C(u). In particular, we are looking at the spectral behavior of TsNR which
is the integral of brightness. As opposed to TsNR which is infinite, we have shown that C(u) is finite
except at u = 0 (See Theorem 4.4.1). In particular, we have shown
C(u) = SNARC rect(u/2). (4.24)
This means that even if the object moves from do = 0 to do = oo we cannot get infinite SNR
at the image plane for a spatial frequency u = 0. Note that based on our discussion it is expected
f C(u)du = TSNR = 00. This is explicitly shown below
J C(u)du / 1-IuII= ]SARc 81ul rect(u/2)du81u1SNR -lul
=SAOfc -1 8Jul du
= SKJZCj udu
= SAfZ 1 du
S 4 [log() 1]- U [-]o
{[log(1) - 1] - [limo log(u) - 0]
(4.25)
= 00.
In other words it is interesting to note that by having an object go through the whole depth of
field we can get infinite SNR at our image plane but the most spectral SNR we can get at the image
plane under the same condition is limited by our result in Eq. 4.24. The former is a statement of
the conservation of the brightness theorem and the latter, our result, can clearly be thought of as
the spectral version of this theorem.
The other interesting implication is that the structure of C(u) is independent of the pupil-function
phase. This means we cannot design an imaging system (by changing the phase of the pupil function)
which changes the fundamental spectral distribution of SNR of the object volume received at the
image plane. This fact has been rigorously proved and can be thought of as the conservation of the
spectral SNR.

Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied pupil function engineering. In particular we developed new tools for this
method; we solved some generic example problems and we answered a fundamental question in pupil
function engineering.
In Chapter 2 we introduced a new analytic expression for the MTF. It was shown that this is
an efficient expression that can approximate the MTF (assuming defocus and a cubic phase element
at the pupil) with an analytic form. Also this approximation is adaptive in the sense that it can
represent the average, lower bound or upper bound of the exact MTF. These adjustments can be
easily performed by modifying the approximation kernel as described in App. B. The analytic
expression for MTF significantly reduces the calculation time of MTF.
Using this expression, the optimal value for the cubic phase pupil function of two common
problems in imaging was found. These two problems are uniform quality imaging (e.g. photography),
and task-based imaging (e.g. iris recognition). The design of the cubic-phase pupil function using
the approximate analytic optimum expressions and the problem specifications are illustrated. The
results for both cases were compared through sample problems and their differences and similarities
were discussed. The approximate analytic optimal solutions presented facilitate the process of pupil
function engineering.
It was shown that the uniform quality imaging and task-based imaging problems are fundamen-
tally different. In the uniform quality imaging the MTF is almost symmetric around the plane of
best focus. As the object reaches either end of the depth of field of interest, the MTF reaches its
equal minimum at either of these two ends. However in task-based imaging the MTF is neither
symmetric around the best focus, nor do we have the highest MTF at the original best focus. In
fact in this case refocusing has removed the symmetry so that we have equal MTF at both ends of
the desired depth of field at the maximum spatial frequency of interest. This shows how the system
in each case has been optimized to do the particular job of interest.
In Chapter 3 we introduced a new method for analyzing the diffraction integral and evaluating
the PSF. The new method is based on the use of higher order Airy functions along with a novel
use of Zernike and Taylor expansions. This method is applicable when we are considering several
aberrations and large defocus simultaneously. We have shown rigorously and verified by numerical
simulations that the complexity of our expansion is independent of defocus and that it is stable
in all ranges of defocus. The efficiency of the method compared to traditional ones has also been
investigated and it is shown that the method not only does extremely faster than its alternates but
also requires computational time that is independent of defocus.
The use of higher order Airy functions plays a key role in capturing the effect of different values
of defocus in a simple expression whose complexity is independent of defocus. It was also shown
in Theorem 3.5.1 that any arbitrary accuracy in any arbitrary region of interest could be achieved
by a finite number of terms in the approximate function (Eq. (3.34)). Possible future work in this
direction would be expanding our method for a nonuniform pupil transmittance function.
The complexity of this expansion is also invariant to resolution. Specifically, the time required for
evaluating the PSF does not increase as the desired resolution increases. This could be a potential
solution to some of the current problems in biological microscopy [32] and lithography [33] where
having a high resolution information of PSF is critical. By providing an analytical solution for the
diffraction integral, this approach, among other things, may also facilitate the process of multi-
domain optimization, where the optical system and post-processing system are optimized together
to increase the performance and/or reduce the cost of imaging systems. Aberration retrieval using
our PSF representation can be another possible future application of our analytical expression for
PSF. This analytical expression for PSF may also help developing analytic treatment of incoherent
imaging systems.
In Chapter 4 we have found an upper bound for the average achievable SNR in an imaging
system with an extended depth of field. We have established that pupil function engineering cannot
change this limit. In fact pupil function engineering can take advantage of the available resources
(i.e. C(t, u), the area under spectral SNR plot) to extend the depth of field of imaging systems to
the maximum extent possible.
We established the relation between the MTF and the ambiguity function and showed that the
ambiguity function is neither a Cartesian nor a polar representation of the MTF. We also introduced
the relation between the spectral SNR and the square of the MTF and the square of object power
spectrum. We showed that the spectral SNR is proportional to the other two. We also introduced
the novel laws of conservation of MTF and conservation of spectral SNR.
Using our result, given a particular problem specification, designers can easily and promptly
evaluate the limit of SNR improvement for a particular depth of field of interest. Alternatively,
designers can calculate the maximum depth of field possible, given a required minimum spectral
SNR. Hence we provided an upper bound on how well an imaging system with pupil function
engineering can perform.
Finally we go over some of the possible future directions in pupil function engineering:
* The MTF approximation skim presented in this thesis can be easily generalized to other classes
of pupil functions. This can be done by modifying the core approximation in App. B. This
appraoch can be readily used to calculated the MTF of more complicated pupil functions, but
to derive the corresponding accuracy results is one of the open problems.
* The PSF approximation method that is presented in Chapter 3 has a complexity which is
independent of defocus. The next step in this direction is to extend our PSF representation
to have a complexity which is independent of third order aberrations.
* One of other possible future directions is to perform analytic Multi-Domain Optimization
(MDO). MDO referes to the optimization of the imaging system and the post processing
algorithm simultaneously. Due to the lack of analytic expression for the MTF and/or the
PSF, MDO has been always done numerically. However, using our analytic expression for the
MTF and the PSF, one can perform analytic MDO.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Eq. (2.1)
In this Appendix we derive an expression for the MTF of an imaging system with a cubic phase
element installed in its aperture. We assume an imaging system with circular aperture being illu-
minated with incoherent light. Figure 2-1 shows a schematic view of our optical system. It can be
shown that MTF is the normalized autocorrelation of the pupil function [35]. Using this general
equation for MTF we have
MTF .(flf) =- ff-, P(x + d,,+ Ad)P*(x - Ad, y - X~)dxdy (A)MTF--(f-, f-) 2 2 , (A.1)ff-o P(x,y)P*(x,y)dxdy
where MTFe is the exact value of MTF, P is the pupil function, x and y are Cartesian coordinates
of the pupil and fx and f, are spatial frequencies in x and y directions. Before going further with
Eq. (A.1), we first normalize it with respect to spatial coordinates, by dividing the coordinates by
D/2, the aperture radius. Thus we have
f ff -P(- + u, 9 + v)P* (Q - u, 9 - v) d d9MTFe(u,v) = ff P(, )p*(, ) d d (A.2)ffo -(1, )p01 (I, ý) d: d
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where P is the pupil function with normalized variables, J = 2x/D and ý = 2y/D are normalized
Cartesian coordinates of the pupil and u = Af and v = : are normalized spatial frequencies
in x and y directions respectively. Before further analyzing Eq. (A.2), we formally introduce the
cubic phase element. The cubic phase element is defined as
(A.3)
Here a is the cubic phase coefficient and 6 is the cubic phase shift. These two quantities are in
fact the design parameters of the cubic phase element as will be shown in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Note
that a and ( in Eq. (A.3) have the dimension of length; however, 2, 9 and 5 are dimensionless.
Considering this definition, our pupil function, P, would be
-P(:, ) = exp {ki [cD(i, ) 20 ( + Wz 2)]} circ(i, 9),
where circ function is defined as
circ(:, y) = {
0
if 22 1,2
otherwise,
and W20 is the defocus coefficient, defined as [31]
W2 (1 1+8 td do -I
(A.5)
(A.6)
where k = 27rn/A, f, di, do and D are the wave number, imaging system focal length, distance from
the image plane to the exit pupil, distance from the object plane to the entrance pupil and aperture
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(A.4)
4(&, ý) = a [(& + 6)3 + (9 + 6)3] .
diameter respectively. The last three parameter definitions are illustrated in Fig. 2-1. Note that
W20 has the dimension of length.
Now, we focus on the performance of the MTF on two orthogonal axes. Note that the ultimate
goal is to maximize MTF. However there is a fundamental limit to that due to conservation of
ambiguity function [27, 28, 29]. A simple way of looking at this limit, is to consider the area under
(MTFe) 2 surface for all ranges of depth of field. The conservation of ambiguity tells us that this
area is constant. In other words as we maximize MTF over some ranges of depth of field, we will
reduce MTF elsewhere. This concept is covered in more details in Chapter 4. It has been observed
that generally the most efficient way of managing this limit is to maximize MTF only on axis, thus
keeping the used portion of this fixed area as small as possible. This way we can maximize MTF
over significantly larger depths of field [27, 21, 18, 20, 24]. Thus, one needs to focus on maximizing
the value of MTF along two orthogonal axes. Due to the symmetry of the problem, it suffices to
analyze MTF in any of these two orthogonal directions. Thus by substituting P from Eq. (A.4) into
Eq. (A.2) and setting v equal to zero (i.e. looking at u-axis) we have
ff. P(I + u, )P*( - u, 9) di dMTFe(u,0) = ff0 ( (A.7)ff0 P(I , )P* (1, ) d! dg
- 00  1 Jf eki{P(&+u,9)+W 2 o0 [(%+u) 2 +92 ]}ffo circ((:, ý)circ*(1, 9) d! dý - ox
circ(I + u, P)e-ki{P(&-u,)+w2o [(: - )2 +92] circ*(5 - u, ) d dI,
S eki(6a52u+2aU3) x
J eki[(12a6u+4uW20) ~+(6aui) i2] circ(I + u, y) circ(: - u, y) d ,
- I eki[(12a6u+4uW2o) &+(6au) 2] circ(I + u, y) circ(I - u, y) dI .
Now, using the definition of circ function in Eq. (A.5), we can rewrite the expression for the
on-axis MTF as
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MTFe(u, 0) = - I e ki (12abu+4uW2o) -+(6au) i2I ddý , (A.8)
where Xm and ym are defined as
xm = v/l-'-  u, (A.9)
Ym = VI1- -U 2.
Note that in Eq. (A.8), 12ab and 4W20 have the same effect. Thus, without loss of generality
we can assume 6, the cubic phase shift, is equal to zero. This is because W 20 could be arbitrarily
set (using either of di or f) to make up for 6. Another way of seeing this is to expand Eq. (A.3)
((i, 9) = a [(i3 + 93) + 36(•~ + 92) + 362( + ý) + 663] . (A.10)
The forth term in Eq. (A.10) is constant phase shift and the third term is the tilt; both of which
can be ignored. The second term is quadratic in pupil coordinates; hence has the same form as
defocus and it can be ignored by refocusing; i.e. resetting W20 by changing either di or f. Thus,
without loss of generality 6 can be assumed to be zero in Eq. A.10. Hence we reach the desired
result:
MTFe(u, 0) = - m f eki(4W2u) f+(6au) &2 dfd l . (A.11)7r YM XM
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Appendix B
The MTFal Approximation
In this Appendix we derive the approximation MTFal and present some results regarding its ac-
curacy. In particular, we prove the first two parts of Theorem 2.2.1. To derive the approximation
MTFal we start with Eq. 2.1. Now, one can transform the argument of the exponential function
in Eq. (2.1) to a complete square. Note that since we are interested in the absolute value, adding
and subtracting constant values to or from the phase will not change the result. Doing that along
with a change of variable as shown in Eq. (B.2) leads to the following expression
MTFe(u, 0) = 1 J1"iexp(i X2) di dg
1 m / - X 2
= r' exp(i X 2) dX dg
_ 1 lsm [xf 2 1
Y [J. exp (i X2) dX - exp (i X 2) dX dO
(B.1)
where
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2kuX W20,
X, -,/6-u xm + /-k W20,V 3a W2
2ku
X2 =/6k-uax•, + _ W20 .
X1-~Ez,+Ftzo
(B.2)
At this point we have two integrals which can not be analytically evaluated in a closed form.
However, we can use the definition of the following special function, the error function, to simplify
one of the integrals.
Sxexp(it2)dt = ! Erf [(+ 1,
0 22
(B.3)
To proceed further, we now introduce our novel approximation:
(B.4)
(B.5)
E[(1 - i)x
vErf J - Arctan (vrX) ,
x 2) i+1) 
,exp(it 2)dt =- Arctan (Vf7 X),
Jo27
Substituting this in Eq. (B.1), we get
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1 i + [Arctan (,X 2) - Arctan (vX,1)] d/
= J/ [Arctan (\VfX 2) - Arctan ( V/Xl)] dj
where MTFal is the first approximation (al) of the exact MTF (MTFe).
values of X2 and X 1 from Eqs. (B.2) and (2.2) to Eq. (B.6), we have
MTFal(u,0) = {
krV/-637rukua 
1•,-Arctan -- (W2o - 3uo + 3•1- )
- Arctan [W•, 0 + o -3a ) }d).
Thus we need to solve the fundamental integral shown in Eq. (B.8).
(B.6)
Substituting the
(B.7)
(B.8)I= JArctan (a +b••2) d,
where a and b are dummy constants. To solve the integral in Eq. (B.8) is an straightforward exercise
in calculus and we present the result without going through the details. We have
I = ýArctan(a+ b ) - 1 Arcsin (g) + (a + i)2 - b2 x (B.9)
bb (a +2b)Arctan ( - Arctan (a) (
(a +i - b2v ((a + ji)2 - b2)(1 - 92)
-/(a - i)2 - b2 X
(a - i) 2 - b ((a - i) - b2) (1 2)
Equation (B.9) along with Eqs. (B.7) and (2.2) can be used to get the general solution for the
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Figure B-1: Comparison of the imaginary error function and its approximation.
MTFa•. In fact one can get the expression for the general MTFal by simply replacing a and b
by their corresponding values and applying the integral limits. Note that although the imaginary
number (i) exists in the expression of the equation, the outcome of I is always a real number. This
is because [i (x - x*)] E R where x is arbitrary and x* is the complex conjugate of x.
To get some intuition regarding the approximation in Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) one can see Fig. B-1.
This figure shows the plot of Erf function. As it can be seen from this figure, Erf function has a
highly oscillatory behavior as its argument gets larger than unity. Since in the end we are interested
in the value of Eq. (B.1) which is the integral of the Erf function, we can expect the oscillation
to have little effect in the final result, provided the range of the integration is large enough. This
motivates us to use an approximation of the Erf function which possibly goes through the center of
the oscillation of the Erf function. In particular one can see
lim Erf (1  i )X  lim 2 Arctan (VX) = 1, (B.10)
d  r[(1 -2 i)X 2d {Erf [ ] } 1 d [2 Arctan (VX) I 
- 27
The other important factor in choosing an approximation is the feasibility of deriving a closed
form expression for the second integral over ^. Note that by using this approximation [Eq. (B.4)],
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we can easily proceed and evaluate the second integral over ý. Observe that, this was not possible
without this approximation. Also the accuracy of this approximation is promising in the ranges
of interest in imaging system design. We now discuss the latter issue. We remind the reader that
MTF e is the exact value of the modulation transfer function (MTF) and MTFal is the approximate
version of that. We begin with the precise definition of MTF. In our definition we consider three
main factors: the defocus, the cubic phase element and the aperture. In case of a circular aperture
(with normalized radius), the expression of MTF along the u-axis is given by:
MTFe(u, 0) Y= - L i eki[(4W2ou) &+(6au) i2I di d I
Ym = -- U 2 .
(B.12)
In case of a square aperture (which circumscribes the above normalized radius circle), the the
expression of MTF along the u-axis is given by:
MTF(u, 0) = j eki[ (4W2u) +(6au) 2]1 di d '4 -m m (B.13)
where
Xm = 1 - u, (B.14)
ym = 1.
We derive the accuracy expression for our approximation in case of square aperture. This choice
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where
(B.11)
is solely due to simplicity of the square aperture case. Equation (B.13) can be simplified to
1 [rnm
1--k /rn
1 f
4 vF6 k -ua
x 2
x exp(iX 2 )dXdI ,
{ox2exp(i X 2 ) dX -
(B.15)
j exp(iX 2)dX d,
a0
X -uX + W2ku 0
Xv - - x.m + W20kS3a_
X2 + W2ku0
Using Eqs. (B.14) and (B.16) we can simplify Eq. (B.15) to get
Using Eqs. (B.14) and (B.16) we can simplify Eq. (B.15) to get
MTFe (u, 0) 1
2
1
2V -
f exp(iX 2) dX -
JX 2 0 (i X2) n dXE - n!
in X 2 2n+
1
(2n + 1)n!
in X1 2n+1 
(2n + 1)n!J
Using the proposed approximation in Eq. (2.3) to substitute the integral over X in Eq. (B.15)
with its Arctan approximation, one can show that the approximate version of MTF is given by
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MTFe(u, 0)
where
(B.16)
exp(i X 2 )dXI (B.17)
1
2n=n XiI o x (i X2 n= dX2,/k In=o x n! I
MTFal (u, 0)
=_ 1
4V•
__ 124 v-k u
J YmYm i{ Arctan ( VX 2 ) - Arctan (V-X 1) } d9f -7r
i { Arctan (v/ X 2 ) - Arctan (vXl) },
where the second equality follows from Eqs. (B.14) and (B.16).
In general as it was stated above we are interested to find the smallest bound for A given by
A = IMTFe(u,O) - MTFal(u,0)I (B.19)
To reach this goal, we start by using Eqs. (B.17) and (B.18) to get
1A - 00 in X22n+1 in X(2n+1) 1L (2n + 1)n! (2n + 1)n!
n=0
(B.20)
i+ 1 {Arctan ( '-X 2) - Arctan ( /X 1 )
1
2v6-
n= X22n + 1 n (2n+1)nE (2n + 1)n! (2n + 1)n!
i+1{Arctan (vX2) - Arctan (X 1) }V 27rj~rcan (
1
< 2 vr' ku ( 2+n -X!1 - Arctan (V'X 2 )n Lj I/
+ n•i x 2n1+ ]n - - - Arctan ( X1)v/2-i
1
< 1 [Er(X2 ) + Er(X1 )),2 V6 -ku
where the first equality follows from the definition. The first and second inequalities follow from
the properties of absolute value operator. The last inequality follows form the straightforward
application of calculus where Er(X) is defined as follows
(B.18)
11 3 V1-( X IEr(X) - min 2 X (B.21)
Combining Eqs. (B.19), (B.20) and (B.21) we get the accuracy result of our approximation:
MTFe(u, o) - MTFal (u, 0) < 1 [Er(X2 ) + Er(Xi)]. (B.22)
Considering the construction of this bound it is clear that our approximation performs well only
in some ranges of Xi and X2 . It turns out that the range of interest in imaging system designs falls
within the high accuracy regions of our approximation. To see this let us define C as the sub-space
of interest in imaging system design; namely
C= {0.2 < < 1} x {2 < & << 10} x 0 < W < 8}. (B.23)
To see how our approximation accuracy changes with system parameters, let us define E as the
error bound in our approximation; namely
S(a, W2O0, U) (B.24)
1 Er(V u + 2o) + Er(- +  W20)
where & = a/A is the normalized cubic phase element and W20 = W20 /A is the normalized defocus.
Note that all &, W20 , and u are dimensionless. Also the arguments of Er() are same as before X 2
and X1 but written in terms of the dimensionless variables. Now, we are ready to derive the two
important results of this Appendix. In fact, given Eq. (B.24), it is an exercise in calculus to show
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that
max e (a, W20,)} • 0.1, (B.25)
I1 " E (, W20, u) d& dW20 du < 0.03, (B.26)
Equation (B.25) states that the accuracy of our approximation is at least 90% and Eq. (B.26)
proves that the average accuracy of our approximation is more than 97%. This establishes the
high accuracy and practical importance of our approximate analytic expression for MTF. To get an
understanding of the behavior of e we have plotted its value for some ranges of its parameters in
Fig. 2-2.
Equation (B.18) as an approximation of the exact MTF traces the average behavior of the
exact MTF. One can change this behavior by simply modifying the core approximation equa-
tions; namely Eq. (2.3). For example one can see that i Arctan (V X) always remains less
than I-iErf[(i - 1)X]j. Now by choosing the right combination of approximation functions (for
fX2 exp(it 2 )dt and fo' exp(it 2 )dt), one can get the desired approximation of MTF, which always
performs as upper bound or lower bound of the exact MTF. This is of particular interest in many
design problems when we are looking for the limiting behavior of MTF (such as designs with high
safety factor).
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Appendix C
The MTFa2 Approximation
In this Appendix we derive the approximation MTFa2 and present some results regarding its accu-
racy. In particular, we prove the last part of Theorem 2.2.1. To derive the approximation MTFa2 ,
we start with Eq. (B.9). In fact, the expression for I in Eq. (B.9) is rather complicated. Although
this expression is suitable for calculation, it is not appropriate for analytical optimization. This
motivates us to find even a simpler expression for MTF. Thus, we introduce MTFa2 , the second
approximation of MTF by neglecting the complicated parts of MTF 1a. Note that since MTFa2 is
always positive in the range of interest, we have dropped the absolute value sign.
2 r
MTFa2 ( u, O) 3ir2 -c•a [-Arcsin(u) + ~3 rkua (C.1)
Arctan { rku [W20 + 3a(+1 - u)]V E3a
-Arctan 2rku [W20+ 3(1
Next, we study the accuracy of MTFa2 . To study the accuracy of MTFa2 , we need to compare it
with MTFal. This is done numerically in Fig. 2-3. This figure shows the the numerical comparison
of the first approximation of MTF and second approximation of MTF. Also, it can rigorously be
shown that
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Figure C-1: Plot of exact (MTFe ) and approximated MTF(u, 0) (MTFa2 ). Note how the exact
MTF has many oscillations whereas the approximated MTF does not. Also note that as a/A gets
bigger, the accuracy of approximation gets better. (a) = 5, 2= 1. (b) = 1, = 1. (c)
-5, -2 = 5. (d) X = 1, -== 5.
(C.2)max IMTFa2 - MTFaI < 0.1,C
C = {0.2 < u < 1} x {2 < & < 10} x 0 < W20 < 8s. (C.3)
This serves as the proof of the last part of Theorem 2.2.1. Finally, Fig. C-1 shows the comparison
of MTFe and MTF a2 for different values of the imaging system parameters.
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MTF(ii 0n
Appendix D
The Solution of Equation (2.12)
In this Appendix we solve Eq. (2.12). To begin, we rewrite Eq. (2.4) as a function of cubic phase
coefficient, as below
Cl c2
+[Arctan( X
N/'a--( + c4&) - Arctan( c3
where & = a/A is the modified cubic phase coefficient and cl, ... c4 are all constants which can be
found by comparing Eqs. (D.1) and (2.4), as they are shown in Eqs. (D.2).
-Arcsin(umax)
37r3 Umaz
C2 2 = max
C3 = 2r 
W 2 0
c4 = 2 (1 u ),
C4
2
=2r3O-Umax(l- Umax),
(D.2)
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MTFa2 (&) (D.1)
- C4v)] .
where umax is defined in Eq. (2.7). Now plugging in the expression for MTFa2 from Eq. (D.1) to
Eq. (2.12) and performing the differentiation, we have
cl c2C4(3C32 + & + C42&2)
+ + (D.3)
[+ c -c &4 )2 [ 3 + C4&c)2
Arctan 
-2c 4 &3 /2 0.2&3/2 C32 + - C4 2&2 =
Equation (D.3) is equivalent with Eq. (2.12). Once the numerical value of cl ,... c4 are known
for a particular problem, Eq. (D.3) can be easily solved using any numerical method. Here we drive
an approximate solution for Eq. (D.3). Since & is at least more than unity (a/A > 1), the argument
of Arctan is much less than unity and thus Arctan(x) . x. Using this, and further simplifying, we
get
-2c 1(c32 + & - C42&2) [& + (C3 - C4 )2] [& + (C3 + C4 &)2] + (D.4)
c2V& {--C3 67r + c3 46(-37r + 4c4Va + 3c4 27r6)+
63(1 + c426)(-r - 4c4 33/2 + c4 4 r&2 )
+ca [4c4 V + r(-3 + 2c4 2& - 3c44 &2)] = 0.
The equation above obviously is not analytically solvable, however we can find a correlation for
&* considering the range of values of constants cl,... c4 and the range of values of &. To do so, we
first note that cl and c2 play negligible role in the value of &*; i.e. the solution of Eq. (D.4). This
is because, cl is 0(0.01) and c2 is 0(0.01), whereas c3 is 0(10) and c4 is O(1). 1
Considering this fact, one can perform a term by term order of magnitude analysis on Eq. (D.4)
to get a correlation for its solution. By doing so Eq. (D.4) simplifies to
1 To obtain these orders of magnitude, we have plotted Eqs. (D.2) for umax E (0.2,0.8) which is the practical
interval for umax, and observed the range of the constants. We have assumed the average value of 5A for defocus
coefficient, W2 o.
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1 + 2C3c 4 + V1 + 4c 3 c4
2C4 2
(D.5)
Replacing cl ... c4 with their corresponding expressions, one can get the solution to Eq. (2.12)
1 + 8Umax (1 - Umax) + 1 + 16umax (1 - Umax)
&* V a2 ma (D.6)
24umax(1 
- umax)
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Appendix E
MTF Approximation Properties
In this Appendix we establish three important properties of our MTF approximation [MTFa2 in
Eq. (2.4)]. These properties are monotonicity of MTFa2 with respect to the normalized spatial
frequency u and the defocus (W 20). We show that as either of these two parameters increase,
MTFa2 decreases. Also, we show that MTFa2 is concave in the domain of C which is defined by
Eq. (B.23) (range of interest in imaging system design).
We first start with defocus. We rewrite Eq. (2.4) as
MTFa2 (u,O) 2  Arcsin(u) 3kuarTF 2(U, 0)= 37r2kua -Arcsin(u) + V 2 VU (E.1)
where
4 = Arctan(x 1 + X2) - Arctan(x1 - X2), (E.2)
where
=V 3T (W20 ),
= V/67rkua(1 - u).
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(E.3)
From Eq. (E.1), it is clear that MTFa2 is monotonic with respect to 4 (i.e. MTFa2 decreases as
4 decreases). From Eqs. (E.3), it is clear that X1 is proportional to defocus and X2 is independent
of defocus. So to establish the monotonicity of MTFa2 with respect to defocus it remains to show
that 4 is monotonic with respect to X1. To do so, we differentiate Eq. (E.2) with respect to X, to
get
d@ 1 11- (E.4)dX 1 + (xl + X2) 2  1 (X1 - X2)2'
Given the fact that X1 and X2 are non-negative, it is easy to see that dD/dx1 is non-positive.
This means 4 is monotonic with respect to XI and it decreases as XI increases. This establishes
that MTFa2 is monotonic with respect to defocus and it decreases as defocus increases.
Now we move on to the discussion regarding the normalized spatial frequency u. To show that
MTFa2 is monotonic with respect to u and it decreases as u increases, it suffices to show that
dMTFa2 (u,O) <0 (E.5)
du
for u E (0, 1), W20 > 0, d > 0 and a > 0. We rewrite the Equation for MTFa2 (using Eq. (2.4)) as
below
-2Arcsin(u) 2MTFa2 (u, O) 37r a - u2 x (E.6)
3r2kua 3r3kua
{Arctan [ClVU + c2Vi(1 - u)] - Arctan [clVi - c2NV(1 - u)] },
where
-l 27rk(W20) 2
c = (E.7)
c2 =- r-.
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Now, using Eq. (E.6), we can rewrite Eq. (E.5) as
S(u, c1,c2) = (E.8)2 -1 Arcsin(u)] 23a r2k u• Vf-•+ 32r3ka- X
( - u2 Arctan [clEV + c2 v4u(1 - u)] -
Arctan [cl V - c2 V(1 - u)]
So the problem is reduced to show S is non-positive for u E (0, 1), cl > 0, c2 > 0 and a > 0.
It is straight forward to show (using basic calculus) that the first part of S in brackets, is always
non-positive. Thus it suffices to show S2 (which is defined as below) is non-positive.
S2 (U,C1,C 2) = (vu {Arctan [clV +c 2V/(1 -u)]
-Arctan [clVU - c2V(1 - u)] }).
d -u
du Y VTT _ 0 '
__1 {Arctan [clu + c2V(1 -u)] - Arctan [cl( - c2 V(1 - u)] } 0,
(E.9)
(E.10)
it suffices to show S3 (which is defined as below) is non-positive.
S 3 ( U'C1',C2) = du { Arctan [clv' + c2x V(1- u)]
-Arctan [ci V/ - c2vt (1 - u)] }).
(E.11)
Performing the differentiation we have,
1 2c 2  1 + u [-3 - c 12 (1 + u) - c2 2 (1 -u) 2 (3u- 1)]} (E12)
S3(UC l, 2) U2/2 (1 + C12U)2 - 2c 22 U(U - 1)2 (C12 U- 1) + C24 U2( - 1) 4 --
Arctan [cl V/ + c 2 V(1 - u)] + Arctan [cVT - c2 v u(1 - u)] },
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Since
So at this point we only need to show
sup {S 3 (u, C1,C 2 )} • 0,
U,C 1,C2
u E (0, 1)
ci > 0
c2 _ 0
(E.13)
which is equivalent with
(E.14)sup {S4 (, C1,C2)} • 0,
UC,C ,C2
u E (0, 1)
c, 2 0
C2 > 0
where S4 is defined as
S4(U, C1, c2) 2c2 V/i {1 + u [-3 - C1
2(1 + U) - c22(1 - ) 2(3u - 1)] }
(1 + C12 U)2 - 2C22 U(U - 1) 2 (C12U - 1) + C2 4U2 (U - 1)4
(E.15)
Arctan [clI/u ±+ c2 V(1 - u)] + Arctan [cl\V/ - c2V/u(1 - u)]
We start the maximization by looking at cl for arbitrary c2 and u. From calculus 1 we know
that the supremum of S4 with respect to cl may occur at any critical point, cl*, which: (i) satisfies
S4' (c*) = 0, where ' represents differentiation with respect to cl, or (ii) S4 (cl*) does not exist,
or (iii) c1* is the boundary of the range of cl (when the boundary point, cl*, is oo by supremum
occurring at cl*, we mean sup S 4 (cl) = limc,--,cl- S4(C1)). Considering all these cases we have three
1 Since S4 is differentiable everywhere in its domain except for finite number of points, we can split its domain to
finitely many differentiable open sub-domains. In each sub-domain we can use Theorem 14.3B in [44] to conclude
that the supremum in that sub-domain is either (i) S4 (E*), where 9* is any of the points at which S4' (Y) vanishes or,
(ii) lim_.gb S4(f), where Yb is any of the end bounds of the corresponding sub-domain. Since S4 is continuous and
the number of non-differentiable points is finite, it remains to evaluate S4 at all of those non-differentiable points and
select the maximum among all those values and the supremum of each sub-domain to find the supremum of S4 on its
original domain
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non-negative and real valued cl* as below
1:*C'
- 2c2vi(3u - 1)
Ai(u, 2) = S4(U, ,C2) = 2Arctan [c2vu(u - 1) + ( -u ) 2c22 '
c' (1 - u) - 1)(2u - 1) + u1 + 4c22U3(1 + C2 2U( - U)2 -
A2(u, c2) = S3(u, C *,c2),
3*
C1  = 00,
A3 (u, c2) = lim S4 (u, C1, 2 ) = -Ir.
C1 -+00
Thus, now we need to show that Eqs. (E.17) and (E.18) hold.
(E.16)
(E.17)sup {AI(u, c2 )} < 0.
U,C2
uE (0, 1)
c2 > 0
(E.18)sup{A3 (u, C2 )} < 0.
U,C2
u E (0, 1)
c2 > 0
We first prove Eq. (E.17). We start the maximization of Al (u, c2 ) by looking at c2 for arbitrary
u. Following the same method as before the critical points, c2* are
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= 0,
c2  = 0, (E.19)
Bl(u) = Al(u, c 0,
2* 1 1
c2 ( for u( 1)
(1 -u)x/P 2'
B2 (u) = Al(u, c -)=-2Arctan(( .) 2 u(2u -1)
V2 -u 1 U
C2 * = 00,
B 3(u) = lim Al(u,c 2)= -7r.
C2--*O0
It is easy to see that B2 (u) is non-positive for u E (., 1), and this concludes that Eq. (E.17) is
true. Equation (E.18) can be shown to be true following the same line of reasoning.
Thus we have shown that Eq. (E.14) and as a result Eq. (E.5) are true. This means that MTFa2
is monotonically decreasing with respect to the normalized spatial frequency u.
We skip the proof of the last claim of this Appendix regarding the concavity of MTFa2 with
domain of C; rather we provide the proof sketch. It is clear that C is convex by definition in Eq.
(B.23). So, it remains to show that the second derivative of MTFa2 with respect to a is nonnegative.
This last step is a simple exercise in calculus.
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Appendix F
Derivation of the Expansion for the
Point Spread Function
We now derive expressions in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17) for the PSF. Rather than following the tra-
ditional approach of expanding the wavefront phase, w, using Zernike polynomials [31], in the first
step of analyzing Eq. (3.10), we expand the exponential of the wavefront phase, exp (i kw), using
the set of Zernike polynomials, V,(p, 0)
V, (p, 0) = RIm'l(p)emeo (F.1)
Here n > 0 and m are integers, n > Iml and n - Iml is even. Furthermore peml(p) is defined as
(n-lml)/2
R•ml(p)= E Cpn-21,
1=0
where
(-1)1(n- I)!
S ![(n + m)/2 - l]![(n - m)/2 - 1]!
(F.2)
(F.3)
Thus we can rewrite the wavefront ei k w (p,e,ro°,o) as
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(F.4)eikw(p,,roo) [n-mAnmR (p)eimo],
n=o Iml=o0
where 6i is equal to 1 if i is even and 0 otherwise.
functions [31], Anm in Eq. (F.4) is defined as
Considering the properties of Zernike basis
Anm = + 2 1 eji k  w(p,,ro,o) V. (p, 0) p dp dO.7r O1
Recalling the definition of h in Eq. (3.10) and using (F.4), we have
h(x, y; xo, yo)
21rj
n=om=n Oj l~
eiRp cos (0-9) p dp dO.
Using the definition of Bessel function [45], we have
02 7r
therefore we can rewrite Eq. (F.6) as
h(x,y; o, yo) {0 n=m
n=O Iml=o
Now applying the following property of Zernike polynomials [31]
1 R 1 n -1 n+ 1 (R)RIm' (p) Jm(Rp) pdp= (- ) RR
we can evaluate the integral in Eq. (F.7) as
h(x, y; Xo, yo) =[Sn-mAnmeimeim•(-1)_ - J+(R)
n=o Iml=o
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(F.5)
[nmAnmRm1 (p)eime] (F.6)
eimoeiRpcos(o- e)d = 2reime i m Jm(Rp),
[3n-mAnmR~I (p)eime imm(Rp)] pdp. (F.7)
(F.8)
(F.9)
Now we are concerned with evaluating the Zernike coefficient. This is equivalent to evaluating
the integral in Eq. (F.5). Although at first sight it appears that solving Eq. (F.5) and Eq. (3.10)
are both equally hard, as it will become clear Eq. (F.5) has several advantages over Eq. (3.10). The
most important advantage is that we can evaluate the integral analytically in this new expression
without expanding the defocus term, which is shown in Appendix G. This allows us to have the
result of arbitrarily large defocused system readily available. Another important property of this
method is its fast convergence, which is discussed in Section 3.5 and Appendix H. To solve Eq.
(F.5), we first partially expand ei k w(p,0' ro° o) using Taylor series as follows:
eikw(p,0,ro,#o) = eik 3='[fLj,Mj(ro) (ap)2L (ap COS(0- O))Mj] (F.10)
Se ab [, p c2Lj+Mj osMj (0-0)]
= 1-I /3p cosM3(9-4o)
= e EjEX1 [pp 2Lj] H eP p2Lj+Mj COSMj(O-Qo)
jEx2
= eExl [j p2Lj] X
jEX2 INj=O [p2Li+MiM 3(8s 4 o)]Ni
where Nj is the summation variable for each of terms in aberration function which have been Taylor
expanded and ,j is defined as
3j = i k fLj,M (ro) a2 L+M
Substituting Eq. (F.10) in Eq. (F.5), we have
(F.11)
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Anm n= 21 j7 eiEjx [j3 2L3 ] X
JEX2 Nj=0 N!
Vnm (p, 0) pdpdO.
Integrating over 0 yields
n+12m-1 J0Anm = ei m € °  eEexx [ R P l ] ml (p){~(N,)EN 3X [ 3j p2Li+M ]3 NjweD N - pdp,
(NtD)eRm jE x2
where we have used the orthogonality property of trigonometry functions
Vm < m = m+2k
Vm <m = m + 2k +1
Vm > m
V m, m
27 cos(m2 ) (CoS(0))m+2k dO = 22k+(m + k)! , (F.14)
j2 cos(mO) (cos())m+2k+ l dO = 0,
j2 cos(mO) (cos(O)) m dO = 0,
S sin(mO) (cos(O)) m dO = 0.
where m, m' and k are positive integers. Note that this leaves us with only a few sets of cross terms
to deal with as stated in Eq. (F.13) (rather than an infinite number of terms of the Taylor expansion
of the aberrations for the term Anm). N = [N2, N 3 ,... Nnab] in Eq. (F.13) is a vector containing
the values for all Njs. Furthermore, Rm, which is a set containing all pairs of vectors in the form N
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(F.12)
(F.13)
and scalars D, is defined as
Snab (m + 2k)!
R~ = (N,D) I•(MjNj) = Iml + 2k, D 22kk!(m + k)! kN (F15)
Sj=2 
F3
Also using the special dependence of Eq. (F.13) on m and by defining Ji as one when m = 0 and
as two otherwise, we can further simplify Eqs. (F.9) and (F.13) as
h(x, y; xo, Yo) S= n--mmAnm,, cos [m(E + 4o)] R (F.16)
n=O m=O
n+1Anm n + 2m-l1 D), (F.17)
(N,D)ENm
and consider m to be a positive integer. Note that 3N and Sm kN ( ) are defined as
Sl kN = 2J1j P R1(p) dp, (F.18)
jEXi
(•NN j (F.19)
jEX2 N
And we have
kN = (2Lj + Mj)Nj. (F.20)
jEX2
Note that considering the definition of X1, the defocus term (31) remains unexpanded in the
expression of Anm in Eq. (F.13). Furthermore, the only expression which contains defocus term
(81) is the S function. Thus, one way to intuitively see that the complexity of our expression of
PSF is independent of defocus, is to note that the complexity of the S function is independent of
defocus. In Appendix G, we show that the complexity of S is independent of defocus, which allows
us to conclude the same about the PSF.
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Appendix G
Derivation of the Smk( 3 ) inn,kN )
Equat ion (3.19)
Using Eqs. (3.19) and (F.2) and considering the fact that m > 0, we have
(n-m)/2
SmkN( 2) = Cm l e•ePL pn-21+kN+1 dp. (G.1)
jEX1 1=0
Assuming that the summations involved are finite (which means that the number of aberrations
under consideration is finite), we have
(n-m)/2
S'Nk( = " eE 2Li pn-2L+kN+1 dp. (G.2)
I=0 jEXi
Using Eqs. (F.15) and (F.20) we can see that kN > 0 and kN = m + 2k'. On the other hand
from the definition of the Zernike polynomials we know that n + m is also an even number. Thus
it follows that n - 21 + kN is an even number. This is an important property of our expansion and
a key factor in the derivation that follows. The next step is to replace each term of eO p2Lj in Eq.
(G.2) by its Taylor expansion (except for defocus term (P3) which is treated separately)
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S k(2(n-m)/2C e012P )p2L Nj n-21+kN+1 dp. (G.3)
=0 X3 j=O N
Thus the solution of the above general form requires the solution of the integral
foI 2 21 dp, (G.4)
where 7 = +kN + 1 + E2jEX3 LjNj is an integer number. Note that since Nj E KN, there will be
infinitely many fundamental integrals to solve. However to remain in the range of desired accuracy,
we only need to use Nj E {0,... ,N}, where Nj depends on the problem specification and the
respective accuracy. Theorem 3.5.1 provides us with an upper bound for N* for a prescribed desired
accuracy and problem specifications.
To solve the fundamental integral in Eq. (G.4), we can use the technique of integration by parts
7 times to get
-T! 1 - e0 . (G.5)
I % k=0
Note that for virtually any value of 31, the number of arithmetic operations necessary in Eq.
(G.5) does not increase. This is equivalent with having a method whose complexity is independent
of defocus. Using this result, one can find the general formula for S. For instance when 3L,O = 0 for
L > 2, we have
mSzkNl - = (n-m)/2 (C -(2+n-21+k,) n - 21 + kN (G.6)zmk (¾ - 1f 2 2 (G.6)
1=0
Here SmkN (3) is a rational polynomial of order 1+(n+k)/2 of 31. There is also one exp(61) factor
in the structure of SmkN (P). Thus we can conclude that in case of primary aberrations SkN (3) is
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a rational polynomial of order 1 + (n + m)/2 + NS.A.* + NComa* of i1. In general the order of this
polynomial is 1 + (n + m)/2 + •j•Ex4 Nj*. It follows from this discussion that the number of terms
necessary for expanding S function does not change with defocus term (31).
For any given accuracy, there is a value of [I11 for which it may be more efficient to use the
method of stationary phase. For instance when e = 0.001, for I|1i > 700, it may be more efficient to
use the method of stationary phase. In what follows we consider such a case. Note that in practice
this is equivalent with the case that the defocus is large enough that the PSF will become almost
constant.
Using the fact that kN = m + 2k, by changing the variable of p2 to p and Pl to id (# E R), we
can rewrite Eq. (G.1) as
(n-m)/2
Sk ( C3 1)  n eiP t-1+k dp
1=0
(n-m)/2 1
SC'm, 1 [cos( /p) + i p sin(/p)] dp
l=0
(n-m)/2 ei
l=0 if
ie (n-m)/2
1=0
ei 4
i
' 1 *
(G.7)
In the above derivation, we have assumed that kN > 0; if this is not the case, i.e. kN = 0, then
using the same method one can show that
(G.8)nekN( '3 1 e ' -.+ (-1) 2
= 31
Note that since we do not consider arbitrary large aberrations (except for defocus) we do not
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expect large values of r in Eq. (G.5) except when many aberrations coexist at the same time. For
large values of r in Eq. (G.5), one can show that again Eqs. (G.7) and (G.8) may be used to derive
S. To choose which method to follow (to directly use Eq. (G.5), or to use Eqs. (G.7) and (G.8))
depends on the corresponding value of defocus, •1. In fact Eq. (G.7) which is an expression for S
function, is a summation of many expressions in the form of Eq. (G.5).
We now discuss the asymptotic behavior of S in the limiting case when n becomes large. When
we do not consider arbitrary large aberrations (except for defocus), the asymptotic behavior of Eq.
(G.7) for large n (and m < n) is as follows
,, W) n! , [ - n if n m (G.9)
Note that even for the case of n = m, for very large n, Sm kN (P) goes to zero. In fact Eq.
(G.9) shows the first-order approximation of the asymptotic behavior of SnkN ()), when n goes to
infinity. This can be seen by noting that large value of n corresponds to large exit window, R* (see
Theorem 3.5.1). Note that when we do not consider arbitrary large aberrations except for defocus,
the intensity of light disturbance decreases as R < R* increases.
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Appendix H
Complexity Proofs
In this Appendix we will prove Theorem 3.5.1. Before proceeding to the rigorous argument we
intuitively explain why the complexity of our representation is independent of defocus. As it is
explained in Section 3.5, the two main criteria for assessing the complexity of our representation
for a particular accuracy, are the magnitudes of n* and NJ (for j = 2... nab). In the following
discussion, we go over each of these two criteria and show how they are independent of defocus.
We first analyze Nj for j = 2... nab. Considering the last two lines of Eq. (F.10) and Eqs. (G.2)
and (G.3). It is clear that N* is the result of expanding the jth aberration exponential. Thus, it
should intuitively only depend on pj, not on defocus (01).
Regarding n*, consider Eq. (F.4), where the wavefront exponential is first expanded. In Eq. (F.4)
both right-hand side and left-hand side are highly oscillatory and they do get more oscillatory as
defocus increases. The novel property of the right-hand side expansion is that, once it is substituted
in the diffraction integral, higher-order terms will have negligible contribution to the final PSF.
Note that this does not mean higher-order terms of right-hand side of Eq. (F.4) have negligible
contribution to the right-hand side.
To elaborate this point more, let us call the right-hand side of Eq. (F.4) w, and the left-hand side
wl. Using Theorem 3.5.1, for accuracy of e, one needs to consider only n* terms in the right-hand
side of Eq. (F.4). This certainly does not mean that right-hand side of Eq. (F.4) will remain within
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desired accuracy of the left-hand side as defocus increases. In fact as defocus increases, keeping the
number of terms in the right-hand side constant and equal to n* will make it a poor approximation
for the left-hand side. In other words
W7 -wi> > e. (H.1)
Now we substitute each of wl and Wr in the diffraction integral (Eq. (3.10)), and call the result
Q1 and Zr. The novel result of this manuscript is that
Al - r < E. (H.2)
In other words although as defocus increases the difference in Eq. (H.1) increases too, the
difference in Eq. (H.2) remains bounded independent of the value of defocus. This property could
be intuitively explained by investigating the property of higher order Airy functions. In particular,
as the order of these functions increases their contributions to the summation to which they belong
decreases. This observation leads to the claim in Eq. (H.2).
We begin the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 by presenting four lemmas.
Lemma H.0.1. For all Anm defined by Eq. (3.17), we have the following bound
IAnml _ rn+ 1-. (H.3)
Proof: Multiplying both sides of Eq. (F.4) by their complex conjugate and then performing an
integration over the unit circle yields
27rAoo02 + mA 2 7r 2r (H.4)
n=1 Iml=1
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where we have used the orthogonality property of the Zernike basis functions over the unit circle.
Since An,m and An,-m are the same, we have
(H.5)2rrAoo + [n-mAnm n 1=2r
n=1 m=1
Simplifying Eq. (H.5), we have
(H.6)A oo n 1A00 2 + 5-AnmA = 1.
n=1 m=1 1 n1
Lemma H.0.1 follows from Eq. (H.6) immediately:
IAnml •< + 1. (H.7)
Let T/n(x) be the nth term in the Taylor expansion of f(x) around xo = 0, then we have the
following Lemma about the accuracy of the Taylor expansion.
Lemma H.0.2. Let
f(x) = ebxm,
where b is an imaginary number and x E [0, 1]. If
p* = max 4, 2e b + ,log (2e- 1)0(2e - 1 ý-r
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Then we have
mp*
f(x)- ZT4(x) < e f(x)|.
n=O
Proof: Using Taylor Theorem we have
f ()
mp*
n=O
00
E= T (x)W
n=mp*+1
n=mp*+1
(H.8)
Using the definition of f, we have
f"(o) = { ,r
if n Z mp ,
if n = mp.
(H.9)
where p is a positive integer. Substituting this in Eq. (H.8) and changing the index of summation
from n to p, we have
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mp
f () - ET (X)
n=O
00 bV M
= xmp
p=p* P
Y, 7P=P*
00 p*p=p*
P=Pp=p'
oo
p=p
P*! p
p=p*
(iP
2e1 )P
Iblp  2e
p*! 2e - 1
< |blpp 2e
-2ip*p*+°.5e-P * 2e - 1
(b* ep*
=(12/Ž (2
· p (2
<
• If(x)l .
(2e - 1) 2/p*
2e
e - 1) 2p*
e
e - 1)v/7
The first inequality follows from x E [0, 1]. The third inequality follows from p! > p*!p*P-P*. The
fourth inequality follows from p* > 2e Ibl + 1. In the fifth inequality, we have applied the following
lower bound to p*!, based on Stirling's approximation:
2p**+o.5 exp (-p*) < p*!
The sixth inequality follows from p* > 2e Jbl + 1. The seventh inequality follows from p* > 4.
In the eighth inequality we have used p* _ log 2 (2e-l7~ . In the ninth inequality we have used
(H.10)
Iblp
p*! p-P*P
lexp (i x) = 1 for all x G R.
Lemma H.0.3. For all R E R we have
0O
Z(n + 1)3/2 Jn+l(R) < e2 (1 + R4/ 3) R.
n=O
Proof: The first kind nth order Bessel functions have two classical bounds [46, 47, 48]
IJn(R)I
IJJ(R)I
V 1
R1/3
(R/2)n
n!
(H.11)
where in the second one, T > 0.7857..., the constant derived by Landau [48]. Since these two
bounds are always true, we can define fM(R), a special upper bound for the first kind nth order
Bessel function, as
(R/2)n
n!
IJn(R)I < fn(R) =
J ir7r R173
for0 < R <
for R > e 
Using this equation, we have
Z(n + 1)3/2 IJn+i(R)I
n=O
S 3/2 1E n-7 TR1/3 +
n=" 1
SII + 12.
(H.13)n3/ 2 (R/2)n
n=L [eRJ+1
Now we consider each term in the
we note that for 0 < R < 1, we havewe
right-hand-side of Eq. (H.13) separately. For the first term
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(H.12)
I1 = O0.
Now, we assume R > 1 and we have
I2 =1
< V RR2 1
~i~~~~rR1132
2V (eR + 1)5/2 _ 1
5v/-r R1/3
22 1e (R)4/35V/F- R1/3
2eJV
= v R5 ýr
The first inequality follows from the definition of integration. The second inequality follows from
(eR + 1)5/2 _ 1 < eveR4/ 3 [1 + (eR + 2)4/3] for R > I. Putting together Eqs. (H.14) and (H.15),
we have
2e14R [1 (H.16)
for all R > 0. As for I2 we first consider R > 1 as
LeRJ
n= 
3 / 2
n=l
SeR+1x3/ 2dx
(H.15)
(H.14)
1 + (eR + 2) 4/ 3]
1 + (eR + 2) 4/ 3]
+ (eR + 2) 4 / 3 .
12 3/2 (H.17)
n= [eRJ+1
< (R/- 2)!
n= LeRJ +1
R2 O (R/2)n
4 E n!
n= [eRJ -1
R2  O (R/2)n
T E (LeRJ - 1)!(LeRj - 1)n-(LeR] - 1)
n= LeRJ -1
R2(R/2)(LeRj-1) 0 R ]n
4([eRj - 1)! E 2([eRj - 1)
4( [eRJ - 1)! e-1
(e - 1)R 2 (R/2)(LeRj-1)
4(e - 2)([eRJ - 1)!
(e - 1)R2 [ R (L•e~-1)] J-
4(e - 2) 27r([eR - 1)
(e - 1)R3/2 (•-e•) LRj- 1 2
4(e - 2 )LeR 1
R3/2 eRJ-1
4(e - 2)Vi
/ R3/ 2 (,) eR- 1
- 4(e - 2)V
(e - 1) Ve-- R
4(e - 2)v/
e-1
< R.2 V/(e - 2)
The first inequality follows from n3 /2 < n(n - 1) for n > 3. The second inequality follows from
n! > (LeRJ - 1)!(LeRj - 1)n-(LeRj-1). In the third and fifth inequality we have used R2(Lej-R ) <
for R > 1. In the fourth inequality, we have applied the following lower bound to ([eRJ - 1)!, based
on Stirling's approximation:
v'/'(LeRJ - 1) LeRj - 1 +0.5 exp [-([eRJ - 1)] < (LeRj - 1)!
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e -1
In the fifth inequality we have also used / eR < -- for R > 1. In the sixth inequality we
have used x > Lx] for all x. The seventh inequality follows from v/R 2 (e - 1)eR for R > 1.
In a similar way, it could be shown that the bound for 12 in Eq. (H.17) holds for 0 < R < 1 too.
Now by combining Eqs (H.13), (H.16) and (H.17) together, we have
00
n>+ 1)3/2 IJ+i(R)I
n=0
< v R 1 + (eR +2)/] + 2( -1 R
R 2e e - 1R 2ev[1 + (eR + 2)4/3 e-1
vF5 J 2(e - 2)
<RF [Fe2 (1+ R4/3)
SJe2 (1+R4/3)R.
(H.18)
Before presenting Lemma H.0.4 and proof of Theorem 3.5.1 we define some relevant parameters.
Let Anm be the exact values of coefficients in Eq. (3.14) from Eq. (3.17) and let A*m be the
approximated value of these coefficients from Eq. (3.35) as stated in Eqs. (H.19) and (H.20)
respectively.
n 1 + 27r o1 nabAnm= e='2 0i fLj,M3 (p, 0) Vm'(p, 0) pdpdO.
j=2
- +1 o2 ab
Anm = e 2  TL, (p, 9) V m (p, 0) p dpdO.
j=2
(H.19)
(H.20)
Also let fL,,M3 (p, 0), TL3 ,M (p, 0) and eL3 ,M3 (p, 0) be short form expression of the exponential
factor of the aberration (Lj, Mj), exp [ 3jp2L +M cosMj (9 - '0)], the Taylor expansion of this ex-
ponential expression and the error of this expansion corresponding to the first Nj* terms of the
expansion respectively. Also let
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h(x, y; Xo, yo)
hn.(x, y; zo, Yo)
00 n (R)
SE Sn-mbmAnm cs[( + 40)] Jn+ (R
n=Om=l
n* n J(R)
= E n-m6mAnm cos[(e + Io)] (R)
n=O m=1
be the normalized exact and approximated PSF respectively. There, 6m is one if m = 0 and it is
two otherwise and 5i is one when i is even and it is zero otherwise. We recall that h(x, y; xo, Yo) in
Eq. (H.21) is the exact PSF and hn* (x, y; xo, yo) is the approximate PSF whose accuracy is under
investigation.
Let R* be the radius of the region of interest (exit window) and let nab be the number of
aberrations present in an optical system. We will prove that to have an arbitrarily accurate result
in this region we only need a minimum necessary index of summation, n*, in Eq. (H.21) and a
minimum necessary number of terms of Taylor expansion for each aberration, Nj*, in Eq. (H.20).
Note that both summation indices are independent of the value of defocus.
Lemma H.0.4. Suppose that we have finitely many aberrations (nab) in an optical system. If
fL3,M3 (p, 0) - TL3,Mj (p, 9) = -ELI,M (P, O)fLj,Mj (p, 0),
m( og )Nj* = max 4, 2e if3j + 1, log2 (2e- 1)v1-7r"
(H.22)
(H.23)
for all j = 2... nab in the system, then we have
ELMj <46 1.
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(H.21)
and
for all j = 2... nab.
Proof: Referring to Eq. (H.22), we set p* = Nj*, b = 3j cosMi (9 - q0), x = p and m = 2Lj + Mj.
We can rewrite Eq. (H.23) to get
e )
1, log2 (2e - 1)x/ e (H.24)
Now using Lemma H.0.2, we have
IfLn,M (p, 9) - TL,Mj (p, 9)I 5 E IfLj,Mj(p, 0)I (H.25)
Substituting the left-hand-side from Eq. (H.22), we have
'ELj,M3 (p, )fLj,M 3 (p,) )I E If 3,,M (p,0e)I . (H.26)
Simplifying Eq. (H.26) yields
(H.27)IELj,Mj I . E.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1: We first define the error of Taylor expansion, EL,M(P, 0), as in Lemma
H.0.4
TL,Mj (p, 0) - fL,,M (p, 0)
fLjr,M, (p, )
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EL3 ,Mj(p,O) (H.28)
p* = max (4, 2e bi +
Using the definition of Anm and A*m we have (from here on for the sake of simplicity we will
not write the dependence of fL,M, TL,M, EL,M and V on p and 0 explicitly)
Anm 
- A*~m
2f 1 nab ab
-= f 1 r i fL 3 ,,M - flTLj,M3 e 1p 2Vm pdp dO
j=2 j=2
(H.29)
n 2 1 nab nab
H n fLj,M, -- fLj,Mj (1 + ELj,M,
S j=2 j=2
7 n1
nab
1 2jj=2
fLAj i ) e~ 'p2 Vm p dp dO
In the second equality we have used Eq. (H.28). The third equality follows from the definition
of g in Eq. (H.30).
fab
g= 1- fl(1 + ELj,Mj )
j=2
(H.30)
nab
E= ELj,Mj
j=2
nab nab
+ Z ELj,MjELk,Mk +."+ II Lj,Mj.
j,k=2 j=2
Taking absolute values, we have
nab nob nab
191 < ZELj,Mj + E ELJ,MjELkMk .+"'+ fIjELj,Mjj=2 j,k=2 j=2
,ab-1 + b /2 nb--1 ,I~ab-11(flabi) + (2la-i) +.  +  •-1
S2 Io b
n(lb) C +(fab)€ +...+ ') bQ 2nab
(1/2)2 (1/2)nab
2! nab
• labEf E(1/ 2 )j
j=0
= nabE V
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e p'P2 Vfnm pdp dO
(H.31)
:5 (ab
<_ nab€
The second inequality follows from applying the Lemma H.0.4 by setting
2 v/e2 nb(1 + R 4/ 3 ) (H.32)
as the desired accuracy. Note that the value of Nj required for this accuracy is precisely what is
stated in the expression of Theorem 3.5.1. The fourth inequality follows from nabe' < 1, which in
turn follows from Eq. (H.32) by noting that e < 1 and R* > 0. Now, taking absolute values in Eq.
(H.29), we have
Anm- A < j Ig| IRm(p)j pdpdO
n, (n + R(p)I pdpdO
2nLabI v-e(n + 1 IRn(P)l pdpdO
< 2nabI ' /(n + 1) 1V
2 n/+1
n• ' v/-b v +nl.
(H.33)
The second inequality follows from Eq. (H.31). The third inequality follows from applying
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to fo [Rn(p)]2pdp = 1 [31]. Now using the definition of the nor-
malized exact and approximated PSF in Eq. (H.21), we have
h(x, y;xo, yo) - hn.(x,y;xo,yo) =
S Smn-mn (Anm - Anm) cos [m(9 + o)] Jn+(R)
n=Om=O R
+ mSn.mAnm cos [m(E + Oo)] (R)
n=n*+1 m=O
(H.34)
Taking absolute values, we have
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h(x, y; xo, o) - hn.(x, y;x o, yo) < (H.35)
+ mAm cos [m( + o)] J (R)
n=n*+l m=O
- 1+12.
Now we analyze each part of the right-hand-side of Eq. (H.35). After rearranging, the first term,
I1, simplifies to
n* n
I E Z6 6 n-m IAnm - A*• I Jn+(R) (H.36)
n=O m=O
< Z m7 nmnabEVr¼+1 R
n=O m=O
S n*
n=O
S abE' + 1)3/2 IJn+(R)I
n=O
< nTab e e2 (1+R4/3)R
nlabE e2 V'
n abE'e2 V V + R.4/3
E
2
The second inequality follows from Eq. (H.33). The third inequality follows from Lemma H.0.3.
The fourth inequality follows from R < R*. The last equality follows from Eq. (H.32).
By considering the fact that n - m is always even in Zernike polynomials and noting that 6n-m
is equal to zero when n - m is odd, we can further simplify the summation over m in 12 in Eq.
(H.35) to get
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00
12 * E
n=n*+l
SI Jn+ (R)
We can further simplify Eq. (H.37) to get
12< E
n=n*+1
(n +
Now we can use Eq. (3.18) in Lemma H.0.3 to get
oo
12
n=n*+1
3
Since for n > 5 we have n(n - 1) > (n + 1)± , we can rewrite Eq. (H.39) as
E [1 R
n=n*--1 2
From Eq. (H.40), it is clear that the right-hand-side reaches its maximum, when R = R*. Thus
6, + 2 n-mI cos [m(E + 0o)] (H.37)
R(R) (H.38)
(H.39)(n (R n-)n!ý2 ) I
12 < r 2 R* (H.41)
n=n*--I,.4 -2
R* 2
4 (n* - 1)!(n* - 1)n-(n*-1)
n=n*--1
R* () 1 R*
4 (n* - 1)! n= 2(n* - 1)
R* ()n1 n4 (n* -l )! n=
eR*
2(2e - 1) (n* - 1)!
n (R* n*-1
- 2(2e - 1) (n* - 1)!
eR n*-1
2e(2e - 1) 2(n* - 1)
2e(2e - 1) V7
1 1
2e(2e - 1)v/ 2--
2
The second inequality follows from (n - 1)! > (n* - 1)!(n* - 1)n- (n*- l ). The third and forth
inequalities follow from n* > eR* + 1. In the fifth inequality, we have applied the following lower
bound to (n* - 1)!, based on Stirling's approximation:
v(2(n* - 1)n*- 1+0. 5 exp (-n* + 1) < (n* - 1)!.
In the sixth inequality, we have used n*-1 > eR*. In the seventh inequality, we have used rVi 5 20.Sn
for all n. In the eighth inequality, we have used n* > 2 log 2 2e(2e2l) •
Substituting from Eqs. (H.36) and (H.41) in Eq. (H.35), we have
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h(x, y; xo, Yo) - hn(X, y; xo, Yo) < e. (H.42)
O
153
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